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Bus driver
had his
license
suspended
Sunday crash
north of
Nashville
killed one
NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP) —
The driver in a fatal Greyhound bus
crash in Tennessee has been charged
with driving on a license that was
suspended in New York state in
1987, officials said.
The crash northwest of Nashville
on Sunday morning killed one passenger and injured 44 passengers
and the driver, Nathaniel B. Waugh
of St. Louis.
Waugh, who was charged Sunday
night, had his license suspended for
failing to pay child support,
Tennessee Department of Safety
spokeswoman Dana Keeton said
Monday.
She said Waugh somehow
obtained a license in Missouri after
his New York license was suspended, but she said the suspension
"basically invalidates any license."
Greyhound
spokeswoman
Jamille Bradfield declined comment
on the charge Monday.
Investigations by Tennessee state
troopers
and
the
National
Transportation Safety Board have
not determined if the driver should
face charges stemming from the
accident. NTSB investigator David
Rayburn said Waugh told him "he's
not sure what happened."
Keeton said investigators were
working on a "very complicated
reconstruction" of the accident
scene that could take several days to
finish.
Greyhound is conducting its own
probe to determine the cause of the
crash.
The bus overturned on Interstate
24 after drifting from the right lane
to the left lane and hitting a median,
Keeton said. Passengers have said
the driver was dozing off before the
accident.
Mark Linder, 33,of Augusta,Ga.,
died when he was thrown from the
vehicle and trapped underneath it.
Seven passengers remained hospitalized Monday night, two of them
in critical condition.

TWILIGHT TOUR ... Area farmers gathered at Murray State University's West Farm Complex Monday afternoon for the annual Twilight Tobacco Tour to tour the university's research plots and new tobacco barn.
The plots are a cooperative effort between MSU, the University of Kentucky and University of Tennessee.
Neighbor helping neighbor has
been a mainstay of the American
farming history and tradition. But
among educational institutions, it
hasn't always been that way.
At Monday's Twilight Tobacco
Tour, though, several local farmers
got to see things have changed ...
in a pretty big way, too.
Murray State University's West
Farm Complex, located off Johnny
Robertson Road, hosted the annual
tour and showcased its tobacco
research plots and new tobacco
barn, which were made through
cooperative help between MSU,

the University of Kentucky and
University of Tennessee, as well as
U.S. Smokeless Tobacco, respectively.
The 4-acre research plots,
which are utilized to gauge different varieties of dark-fired tobacco
as well as irrigation techniques,
came about through a unique partnership with the three institutions.
Meanwhile, the new barn got a
boost with a check presentation
from representatives from U.S.
Tobacco.
Researchers hope to study both
the best varieties of dark-fired

Burley crop
has UK
officials
upbeat

tobacco — which is a prime commodity from the Jackson Purchase
area, especially in Calloway and
Graves counties — and the best
types of irrigation set ups to use.
But aside from the agricultural
and economic impact the research
may have, many taking the tour
yesterday focused on the cooperative efforts between MSU, UK and
UT.
"It's a great experience," said
Murray State Department of
Agriculture's Dr. Tony Brannon.
"You look for a lot of good news,
and there's not always a lot of

LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — First came
bad weather. downpours that delayed tobacco setting and later swept away some
plants. Then blue mold attacked, picking
away at the potential harvest.
Even so, Kentucky's burley crop has
turned out better than expected and could
fetch a strong price this fall, two tobacco
experts said.
Gary Palmer, extension tobacco specialist at the University of Kentucky, marveled
at the resilience of the crop that farmers are
now hauling from fields to barns, a latesummer ritual across Kentucky.
"It's an excellent crop, considering how

Photo/Story

by Eric Walker

good news in tobacco and the
cooperation between institutions."
However, this project has set a
precedent of inter-institutional
cooperative efforts, particularly in
the agricultural areas.
"The good news is that we were
able to work with(UK and UT)
and utilized our resources," Dr.
Brannon added, noting the positive
aspects on leadership, demonstrative and irrigation fronts with the
project. "It's a win-win situation."
Dr. Robert Miller went a step
further, calling it a "win-win-win"

•See Page 2

it started," Palmer said. "I think farmers are
pretty happy with how the crop turned out."
Excessive spring rain held up setting in
parts of Kentucky and kept some plants
from developing strong roots, making them
more susceptible to disease and drought.
Gulley-washers late in the season swept
away some plants before they could be cut.
In between, blue mold took a toll, reducing the crop by perhaps 4 million pounds.
But the burley that.survived should
prove rewarding for its growers. UK agricultural economist Will Snell said.
"It looks like the world's supply and
demand for burley tobacco is getting more

"Murray (State
University) making
their facilities
available was a
huge asset. .
— Dr. Robert
Miller
Agriculture researcher
& professor at both
the University of
Kentucky and
University of
Tennessee at
Knoxville

in line," Snell said. "So we expect a good
sales season coming up, as long as the quality holds up during the curing season."
As of Sunday, 28 percent of the state's
burley crop had been cut,compared with 30
percent a year ago, according to a weekly
crop report Monday by the Kentucky
Agricultural Statistics Service.
Of the burley still in the fields. slightly
more than three-fourths was rated in good
or excellent condition, the report said.
Another 17 percent was considered fair and
5 percent was poor or very poor. Burley
prices averaged about $1.95 per pound last
sales season and could go higher this fall.

MHS wired into technology courses

BRAND! WILLIAMS Ledger & Times photo

SOME ASSEMBLY REQUIRED ... Murray High students work
making patch cables in Nortel Net Knowledge course.

By BRANDI WILLIAMS
Staff Writer
Murray High School is jumping
on the information superhighway by
offering more technology-based
classes on the high school level.
Before, the most computer savvy
class offered was basic word processing. But now,students are learning how to use digital equipment,
publish their own work and even
repair computer systems.
"Hopefully, this is a way we can
get them more interested in technology-based careers," said MHS principal Dale Reid.
Reid said the state sent a model
of what courses high schools could
offer in the technology field. He said
while other school picked and chose
particular courses, MHS wanted to
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puters as one of their projects.
To encourage the students who
are more interested in the software
side of computer systems, a course
is offered in desktop publishing. The
students learn how to make
brochures, business cards, and produce a calendar of events for the student body.
"The desktop publishing class
will do things for the school that we
would normally hire out for," Reid
said.
Course
instructor.
Amy
McDowell said only six to seven
students originally signed up for the
course, but she ended up with 21.
"Because of a mix up in scheduling, several students were stuck into
this class," she said. "Now they are
so excited they got stuck in the
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offer a line of courses, and leave it
open for expansion.
"We are still going to maintain a
technological education class that
includes technological and industry
arts, but with more of a push on IT
(industrial technology)," Reid said.
Three courses currently offered
with a technological base are None!
Net Knowledge, desktop publishing
and multimedia.
In the Nortell course, students
experience hands on techniques for
repairing computer systems and networking computers.
"We realize that the fastest growing field is information technology,"
said course instructor Rusty Back.
Along with learning to wire computers, Back said the students will
be helping network the school com-
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class."
McDowell said she has already
had students ask to be signed into
the class for the next year.
To expand the students' knowledge of software, and to encourage
projects in the community, the
school is offering a course in multimedia.
MHS's multimedia course
instructor Sheila Henry is teaching
her class the skills of using various
different technological devices
while helping the Murray Main
Street program promote its project.
"I keep telling the kids we are
going to make a movie and they are
going to be famous." Henry said.
Henry said the main reason for
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Killing spree suspect had abusive history
SACRAMENTO, Calif.(AP) —
Police launched a national manhunt
for a Ukrainian immigrant who
allegedly went on a family killing
spree, stabbing his pregnant wife to
death and slaying four more relatives before fleeing with his toddler
son.
Nikolay Soltys, 27, was
described by friends and authorities
as a quiet man who grasped for a
new life in America but could not
shake the demons that followed him
from overseas.
Authorities said he was seen
leaving his suburban Sacramento
home Monday morning after stabbing his 27-year-old wife, who
stumbled to a neighbor's doorway
and collapsed. He then allegedly
drove to a duplex 20 miles away
where he killed an aunt, uncle and
two young cousins, police said.

They had no motive for the killings.
'Officers were stationed at bus
terminals and airports in the
Sacramento area on Tuesday in
hope of finding Soltys and the 3year-old son. Detectives also were
investigating reports that Soltys
headed to Oregon, where he may
have relatives, said Sacramento
County sheriff's Sgt. James Lewis.
Late Monday, sheriff's deputies
found Soltys' 1995 Nissan Altima in
a Sacramento parking lot behind a
home improvement store. The car
was empty and a nearly three-hour
search of the area using helicopters
and dogs turned up nothing, authorities said.
"He could be in the area or he
could be in another vehicle," said
sheriff's Lt. Steve Ahee."We don't
know."
In Ukraine, Soltys was rejected

by the national army and had a history of domestic violence and mental instability, according to sheriff's
department Chaplain Frank Russell,
whose office counseled relatives
after the killings.
Soltys came to the United States
more than a year ago and has no
known criminal record. His wife
reluctantly joined him about five
months ago, Russell said.
After reuniting with his wife and
son, Soltys apparently began trying
to refashion his life.
Unemployed, he began taking
English classes full time and was set
to start attending American River
College on Monday, the same day
his wife was to start a new job, said
Sheriff Capt. John McGinness. Last
month, Soltys also tried to join
Bethany Slovak Missionary Church
— just like many of the city's

approximately 75,000 immigrants
from the former Soviet Union.
Authorities said Soltys' rage was
demonstrated by the fact that he
drove 20 minutes to commit the second set of alleged slayings.
"To carry that rage to a second
scene, to a second location, really
speaks to the amount of danger
we're dealing with," said Lewis. He
said detectives anticipated charging
Soltys with five counts of homicide.
Oleg Bogush, a 19-year-old
neighbor, said he has known Soltys
since the suspect arrived from
Ukraine by way of Binghamton,
N.Y.
Bogush said Soltys didn't talk
much — neither to neighbors nor in
the English classes he took five days
a week with his sister. "The teacher
would ask him questions and he
would just sit there silently."

Princeton man killed
in Bahama accident
FREEPORT, Bahamas (AP) — A Kentucky man working on Grand
Bahama Island died when the rim on a tire he was inflating flew off and
struck him in the head.
Jim Martin, 45, of Princeton was inflating the tire on a pick-up truck
with a compressor when the high pressure apparently blew out the rim,
police Superintendent Basil Rahming said.
Martin was rushed to a hospital Saturday with head and shoulder
injuries, but he was pronounced dead on arrival.
He was the president of J-Mar Inc. in Princeton, a subcontractor for
local company, Bahama Rock Ltd., which is carrying out an expansion of
its plant, Bahama Rock said in a statement released Sunday.
Paula Cooper, a spokeswoman for the company, said the 30 employees
of the business had been told of Martin's death by family members.
"Everybody's been in shock. It's been a long day," Cooper said. "He
was a good man."
Martin's survivors include his wife, Felicia Martin, 17-year-old twin
daughters; and a 11-year-old son.

Feds to start real-time
blood supply tracking

• Tobacco ...
From Page 1
situation. An agricultural professor at both
Kentucky and Tennessee, Dr. Miller also noted
the cooperative work between the two universities, plus singled out the resources at MSU and
with U.S. Tobacco.
"Murray making their facilities available was
a huge asset, and U.S. Tobacco has helped
tremendously," he said. "For us, it's a plus for
the farmers in the area.
"I'm really excited about us working together."
The cooperation was also seen as a plus by
the farmers, themselves. Jim Kelly, who farms
54 acres of tobacco in Calloway County and
who also is the president of the Western
Kentucky Dark-Fired Tobacco Growers
Association, was pleased by the project's efforts.
"The good thing," he said, "is we've got top
people in the industry doing research in areas
that are crucial.
"And it's taxpayer dollars doing things that
are beneficial here."
The Twilight Tobacco Tours annually showcases tobacco research in Calloway County, and
presents local and area producers up-to-date and
cutting edge information about agriculture,
according to county extension agent Gerald
Claywell.

ERIC WALKER/Ledger & Times photo

PARTNERSHIP .. Joint professor Dr. Robert Miller (left) with the University of Kentucky
and University of Tennessee shows various yield information on different types of
tobacco that have been grown at the Murray State, Princeton, Ky., and Tennessee
sights.

WASHINGTON (AP) — For the
first time, the government is starting
a day-to-day tracking system to
monitor the nation's blood supply
and sound an alarm when shortages
loom.
It comes none too soon: A tight
blood supply, once a problem only
around holidays, has become a yearround crisis for many parts of the
country. It may worsen next month
when many longtime donors are
turned away as a precaution against
mad cow disease — and as hospitals

grapple with sharp increases in the
price of blood.
"The shortage thing is just starting. It's going to get worse," says
Tom Wadsworth of Fletcher Allen
Health Care, Vermont's largest hospital.
Last month, supplies in part of
Illinois reached their lowest point in
eight years. Los Angeles blood
banks are debating if donors should
be paid. And the government is considering a ban on blood imported
from Europe.

Subscribe to the Murray Ledger & Times TODAY!

Photo provided

APPLIED KNOWLEDGE ... Murray Main Street manager Robin
Taffler (left) shows MHS multimedia students plans for
Streetscape. The class is producing a documentary on Murray's
downtown area.

• Technology.
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this project is to give the students a
situation to use the technology they
learn in class.
"The hard pan in teaching a class
—
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Like'thisis finding real life teaching
projects to the students," she said.
She assigned the students to film
a documentary on the history of the
downtown Murray area — what
Murray was like a century ago,
what's changed and how much it
has changed.
The documentary will be shown
at the Nov. meeting of the Murray
Main Street members.
"We want to get every facet of
the community involved," said
Robin Taffler, director of Murray
Main Street.
Henry said she approached
Tattler about this project because
she was interested in what Murray
Main Street was doing.
"Its just kind of evolved out of
me being interested, myself," Henry
said.
Taffler said she saw the project
the students worked on last year,
when the class first originated, and
was impressed.
"I think what she's planned this
year will be so much better," Taffler
said. "We are so excited they are
doing this for us."
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Gotti returns to prison hospital

William Edgar Wallace

Darrell Redden

Graveside services for Darrell Redden were today
William Edgar Wallace, 80, of
(Tuesday) at 10:30 a.m. at Sinking Spnng Cemetery.
Granite City, Ill., and Murray. died
The Rev. Michael Blake officiated.
Monday. Aug. 13, 2001, at 5:51 p.m.
Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home was in
at Colonial Care Center, Granite City.
charge of arrangements.
He retired in 1977 after 31 years'
Mr. Redden, 41, Wilkins Road, Murray, died
of service as a locomotive engineer
Sunday, Aug. 12, 2001, at his home.
for Granite City Steel. He was an
Survivors include two sons, Charles Powers and
Army veteran of World War II and
Jessie Powers, both of Indiana; grandmother, Mrs.
Wallace
was a member of Veterans of
Louise Bynum, Paris, Tenn.; one sister, Mrs. Grail
Foreign Wars Post 1300 and Lodge
Gandy and husband, Charles, Olive Branch, Miss.; two
835 of Free and Accepted Masons. He attended brothers, Paul Redden and wife, Ramona, Murray, and
Niedringhaus United Methodist Church, Granite City, Glen Redden, Ohio; half brother, Allen Wells and wife,
and also Good Shepherd United Methodist Church, Betty, Memphis, Tenn.
Murray.
Born Aug. 20, 1920, in Bear Springs, Tenn., he was
the son of the late William Wallace and Louella Gray
Wallace. One sister, Virginia Anderson, and two brothThe funeral for Tennie (Buck) L. Garland will be
ers, Roby Wallace and Maxey Wallace, all preceded him today (Tuesday) at 1 p.m. in the chapel of Milner & Orr
in death.
Funeral Home of Lone Oak. The Rev. Harold Council
Survivors include h4 wife, Mrs. Reba McHood will officiate. Burial will follow in Woodlawn Memorial
Wallace, to whom he was married Aug. 2, 1943; two Gardens there.
daughters, Mrs. Regina Pucel and husband, Ed,
Visitation is now at the funeral home.
Kirkwood, Mo., and Mrs. Debbie Monahan and husMr.. Garland, 87, Paducah, died Saturday, Aug. 18,
band, Jerry, Murray; two grandchildren, Karla Ure, 2001, at 9:13 a.m. at Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
Florissant, Mo., and Todd Monahan, Murray; one sister,
Survivors include one brother, Ruel Garland,
Mrs. Carmen Russell, Troy, Mo.; one brother, Preston Murray; several nieces and nephews.
Wallace, Granite City.
The funeral was Thursday. Aug. IS, at Irwin Chapel,
Granite City. The Rev. Steve Livengood officiated.
Burial was in Lake View Memorial Gardens, Fairview
The funeral will be today (Tuesday) at 2:30 p.m. in
Heights.
the chapel of Miller Funeral Home of Hazel. The Rev.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Good Tim Cole will officiate. Burial will follow in Mt.
Shepherd United Methodist Church, 84 Cherry Corner Pleasant Cemetery in Henry County, Tenn.
Rd., Murray, KY 42071.
Visitation is now at the funeral home.
Mr. Stewart Sr., 91, First Street, Hazel, died
Saturday, Aug. 18, 2001, at 7:30 p.rn, at his home.
Leamon Henson, 70, Benton, died Sunday, Aug. 19,
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Ezza Lee Stone
2001, at 3:50 p.m. at Marshall County Hospital, Benton. Stewart, to whom he was married Oct. 29, 1939; two
Former owner of Henson Service Station and a car- sons, Ralph Stewart Jr. and wife, Carol, Columbus,
penter, he was a member of Union Hill Church of Miss., and Ernest William Stewart and wife, Joyce,
Christ.
Murray; one daughter, Mrs. Marjory Ann Stewart
He was the son of the late Java Henson and Polly Merrell, and one sister, Mrs. Ruth Stewart Marone, both
Castleman Henson. Also preceding him in death were of Fort Myers, Fla.; nine grandchildren, Donald,
two brothers, Cecil Henson and Milburn Henson.
Juanita, David and Donna Galloway, Yvonne Carrero,
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Shirley Henson; Gary Swift, Teresa S. Carney, Monica Stewart Feesor
three daughters, Mrs. Kendra Culp and husband, and Ernest Stewart Jr.; 12 great-grandchildren.
Phillip, Mrs. Shanna Miller and husband, Dennis, and
Mrs. Shen-y Young and husband. Gary, and one son,
Jackie Henson and wife, Kathy. all of Benton; one sister. Mrs. Verlene Bowerman, Hardin; three brothers,
The funeral for Robert Edward Wright will be today
Clinton. Doyle and Joe Henson, all of Benton; 12 grand- (Tuesday)at 2 p.m. in the chapel of Byrn Funeral Home,
children; three great-grandchildren.
Mayfield. Al Colley will officiate. Burial will follow in
The funeral will be today (Tuesday) at 1 p.m. in the Antioch Church of Christ Cemetery with military rites
chapel of Collier Funeral Home, Benton. Leroy Lyles by American Legion Post 26 at the gravesite.
and Andy Walker will officiate. Burial will follow in
Visitation is now at the funeral home.
Union Hill Cemetery.
Mr. Wright, 77, Mayfield, died Sunday. Aug. 19,
Visitation is now at the funeral home.
2001, at 5:03 p.m. at Jackson Purchase Medical Center,
Mayfield.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Effie Kaye Wright;
two daughters, Mrs. Rita Wright Yates and Mrs. Leta
William Kenneth Collins, 65, Ellis Drive, Murray, Wright Dobson, both of Mayfield; three sons, Ben
died .Monday morning, Aug. 20, 2001, at Lourdes Wright, Florence, Dale Wright, Evansville, Ind., and
Hospital, Paducah.
Eddy Wright, Mayfield; one sister, Mrs. Margaret
Imes-Miller Funeral Home is in charge of arrange- Wright Neely, Mayfield; one brother, Rudy C. Wright,
ment
Kirksey; eight grandchildren.

Tennie (Buck) L. Garland

Ralph C. Stewart Sr.

Leamon Henson

Robert Edward Wright

SPRINGFIELD, Mo. (AP) Former New York mob boss John
Gotti was back in solitary confinement Monday at the U.S. Medical
Center for federal prisoners.
thwarting legal maneuvering to
keep him at a southwest Missouri
hospital.
Attorneys for Gotti, who is in
the advanced stages of throat cancer, went to court Monday to stop
his return to the medical center in
Springfield. But Gotti was sent

back to the prison Monday afternoon before a hearing could be
scheduled, longtime family friend
Lewis Kasman said.
The hearing application filed in
U.S. District Court in Springfield
said Gotti's health would be jeopardized if he was released because
the treatment he was receiving from
the hospital's oncology department
could not be duplicated at the
prison.
"He needs medical attention, not

solitary confinement," Kasman
said. "Before we could get a hearing, they moved him back to the
prison."
Gotti, once the most notorious
Mafia don in the United States, was
taken from his prison cell to St.
John's Regional Health Center in
Springfield after his condition
worsened Aug. 7.
Gotti, 60, was treated for complications from terminal cancer of
the head, neck and throat.

West Nile death prompts precautions
ATLANTA(AP)-Senior citizens and people with
weak immune systems are staying inside after dusk.
Stores can't keep mosquito repellent on shelves.
Few people were worried earlier this summer when
Georgia's only victims of West Nile Virus were dead
birds. Now many are taking precautions since the
death Aug. 11 of a 71-year-old Atlanta woman, the
first human casualty of the mosquito-borne virus in the
United States this year.
Over the weekend, the residents of the Palmer
House, a retirement home just north of Centennial
Olympic Park and close to the victim's home, found
notices in the elevators warning them about West Nile
and announcing that the patio now closes at 7 p.m.
Reuben Sharp said he tries not to go outside at all in
the early morning or after dusk, when mosquitoes are
most active.
"If I do have to go out after 7, I use some kind of
repellent," said Sharp, 62. "But mostly I just don't go
out."
Parents with children enrolled at nearby Sheltering
Arms, a childcare center, also were taking precautions.
"I have seen a lot of them putting bug spray on their
kids when they drop them off, or they are sending the
kids in with a bottle of bug spray," said Kate Myers, a
child and family specialist.
Director Telmeko Smith said the company that
takes care of the lawns and other landscaping also has
been spraying regularly for mosquitoes, even before
the woman's death was announced Friday.
A dead bird was found on one of the playgrounds
about two weeks ago. Myers said. Health officials
picked up the small black bird for testing, but no one
has contacted the school with results.
West Nile has been blamed for nine deaths in New

York and New Jersey since 1999. It has moved slowly
south, and began showing up in birds around Georgia
this summer. But it was Hill's death that provoked the
stronger reaction - and a run on insect repellent.
"Sales are up, especially the yards sprays and foggers," Home Depot spokesman Don Harrison said
Monday. "People are really buying this stuff mean, by the case."
The home improvement chain put display stands of
mosquito-fighting products near the entrances of all its
stores several weeks ago, when the first reports of
infected birds surfaced, Harrison said.
"As the reports of West Nile virus have worked
their way out of Atlanta, interest grows," he said. "The
trend is predominantly south from Atlanta into
Florida."
At least three people have become sick in Florida
from the disease.
The shelves at one Atlanta Kroger store were full of
anti-mosquito coils and candles Monday morning, but
a gap remained where the so-called personal mosquito
repellents - the ones for spraying or rubbing on the
skin -should have been.
George Anagnostache, president of Georgia Screen
Products in suburban Atlanta, said he expects to see
more orders soon for window and door screens, as well
as kits to screen in porches.
"I think what happens with things like this is, it
takes a while for people to realize," he said. "But we
expect that the screen business will certainly increase
as people become more aware of what (the virus) can
do."
Health officials were trying to educate residents and
to eradicate mosquitoes and their favorite breeding
spots-standing water.
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Brothers hope to sell
Patsy Cline's plane
NASHVILLE,Tenn.(AP)-Two
Jackson brothers who claim to have
pieces of the plane in which country
singer Patsy Cline and three others
were killed in a crash nearly 40 years
ago hope to sell the remnants on the
Internet for $100,000 or more.
"It's hard for me to let go of them,
because I think they're a big piece of
history," said Eric Mills, who plans to
open the bidding Sept. 1 on the auction site eBay. "But I'm hoping
someone will buy them and put them
in a museum."
The crash March 5, 1963. killed
Cline, fellow entertainers Hawkshaw
Hawkins and Cowboy Copas, and
pilot Randy Hughes. They were
returning from a benefit show in
Kansas City, Mo.
Eric and Scott Mills were in
Nashville last week to show the two
pieces-the belly and the tail section
of the plane - to an official at the
Country Music Hall of Fame.
Curator Mark Medley said the
museum would not be a likely bidder.
"We really don't have the funds to
participate in the bidding," Medley
said. "But we could possibly borrow
them (the pieces) from the purchaser,
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and display them in the future."
He said the Hall of Fame already
has several pieces of Cline's plane,
including a section of landing gear
and the flight clock, but has never
placed the items on display.
"I've talked to a lot of people who
think the pieces would be great for a
museum, like Bill Monroe's mandolin, which is in a Kentucky museum in his hometown," Eric said.
He said the belly section of the
plane was obtained by his family
more than 20 years ago from M.C.
Hollingsworth, who was one of the
first to arrive at the wooded crash site
near Camden. He said he kept several pieces of the plane after the investigation.
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Medicare Covered
Breathing Medications
Are you using your costly inhalers quite often?

Still can't breathe?
Life Medical Pharmacy
may have your solution,
and it is covered by Medicare.

For Details Call Life Medical Today

800-213-3712
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Company
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10335.99+15.92
Dow Jones Ind. Asg.
Air Products
41.73 + 0.55
A01.Time Warner 40.57 + 0.36
AT&T
19.52 + 0.03
19 19 - 0.13
Bell South
40.02 + 0.08
Briggs & Stratton
57.27 + 0.15
Bristol Myers Squibb
Caterpillar
52.85 + 0.10
Daimler Chrysler
44.22 + 0.41
42.82 - 0.18
Dean Foods
Exxon-Mobil
40.77 + 0.02
20.13 -0.27
Ford Motor
General Electric
41.45 - 0.08
General Motors
56.06 + 0.06
GlaxoSmithKline ADR 54.43 + 0.74
3.09 + 0.09
Goodrich
Goody ear
25.10 - 0.32
HopFed Bank*
12.50 B 12.57 A
I B NI
103.76 - 0.34
Ingersoll Rand
39.77 + 0.42
Intel
28.36 + 0.16
Kroger
25.73 + 0.16
6.54 + 0.09
Lucent Tech
17.95 - 0.19
Mattel
29.99 - 0.06
McDonalds
70.99 + 0.41
Merck
63.08 + 0.38
Microsoft
26.77 - 0.13
J.C. Penney
46.08 - 0.43
Pepsico. Inc
41.60 + 0.19
Pfizer. Inc.
18.94 + 0.51
Schering-Plough
44.23 - 0.67
Sears
69.60 + 0.10
Texaco
45.52 + 0.11
Union Planters
24.95 -0.01
S Bancorp
12.48 + 0.08
(ST
NN al-Mart
50.83 - 0.76
13.53 + 0.02
Worldcom Inc.
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By CONSTANCE ALEXANDER
Ledger Columnist
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"Everyone who gets into this
work has a story to tell." the woman
says. Her glance polls the room.
Heads nod. Sheepish smiles seem to
reveal that the speaker is dead right.
She is addressing a group of
trainees on end of life issues, and we
all have our reasons for being interested in the topic.
This is my story.
Marcia Kulman died when we were juniors in high
school. It started sophomore year. At first it was an
absence here and there, then a day or two at a time.
When Marcia was out for a whole week, whispers in
the girls' locker room said it had something to do with
her period. Bad cramps, headaches, that stuff.
We thought she was lucky. After all, Marcia's problems earned her a 3-month excuse from gym.
When Marcia started calling me up for geometry
homework, I was flattered. She was one of the most
popular girls in our class, and she chose me to keep her
current on our class assignments.
On those nights that she called, we talked about
everything but geometry. Who was going out with
whom, how the pep rally went on Friday, the gossip in
the school newspaper column entitled, "Little
Pitchers..."
Marcia never talked about why she was out of
school so much, and I never asked her.
Her condition took a turn for the worse the summer
between sophomore and junior years. When she finally
came back to school, it was in a wheel chair. Her body
was swollen from cortisone treatments and her skin
was a sickly yellowish-gray.
One of us carried Marcia's books from class to
class. We clustered around her tighter than petals on a
flower when we stopped to talk at her locker before
homeroom in the morning. We didn't want the younger
kids gaping at her in that stupid, awful way they had.
They nudged each other and whispered when they
passed, amazed that one of the prettiest and best liked
girls in the school could have changed so dramatically
in such a short time. Marcia pretended not to notice,
but the rest of us did. We wanted to kill them.
Marcia had an assigned seat in the auditorium for
junior seminar. but she was seldom in school after
Christmas that year. We kind of forgot about her. After
all, it was 11th grade and most of us were taking SATs
and thinking ahead to next year and college applications. All of us were counting the days to our 17th
birthdays, when we could finally get a learner's permit
and then — ta dah! — a full-fledged driver's license.
Laura Crowley was the only one in our class who
kept in touch with Marcia. They lived across the street
from one another almost all their lives, but had never
been close friends. But as the other kids shied away,
Mrs. Kulman would call Laura and ask her to came
over and keep Marcia company.
No one ever said the word "leukemia" till the day of
Marcia's death.
When her passing was announced at the end of junior seminar, there was a gasp. Some of the girls started
crying. I remember looking back to Marcia's assigned
seat, somehow expecting this was all a joke. I wanted
her be there, looking the way she used to before she
got sick. Shiny brown hair, dark eyes with a twinkle,
and those gorgeous dimples.
Even today when my classmates get together. we
talk of Marcia — how much fun she was, how brave
she'd been to try keeping up with school when she was
so ill, how terrible we feel that it was easier to turn our
backs on her rather than to figure out what to say to a
girl who was fighting a losing battle for her life.
She must have been so lonely.
Now when kids are going through cancer treatments, their friends shave their heads in an act of solidarity. As a society, we are more open, more willing to
acknowledge that illness and death should not isolate a
person when they need support the most.
Marcia Kulman is the reason I'm involved in end of
life issues. That's my story. What's yours?
EDITOR'S NOTE—Now you can read Main Street
online at www.murrayledgercom. Contact the columnist at cacalexander@hotmail.com.
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Washington Today
By DEB RIECHMANN
AP Writer

OitiET COUP
WASHINGTON (AP) — There were
rumblings in the summer of 1991 that
Soviet hard-liners were up to something.
Still, George Bush was caught off guard by
a midnight phone call at his home in
Maine telling him Mikhail Gorbachev had
resigned for health reasons.
By dawn, the vacationing president
knew this story was a ruse. In truth, eight
of Gorbachev's political enemies had
detained the Soviet president at his home
on the Black Sea and were leading a coup
to oust him and halt six years of reform.
"We were surprised like everybody
else," Bush scribbled in his diary on Aug.
19, 1991.
Although ever watchful of its rival for
half a century. America was unprepared
when the Soviet Union started to spin
apart. Bush did not know the attempted
overthrow of Gorbachev 10 years ago
Sunday was the beginning of the end of the
Soviet Union.
The sheets were being turned down on
the deathbed of a superpower. Within 14
weeks, America's great Cold
adversary would be gone.
The Bush home on the rocky shores of
the Atlantic turned chaotic. Hurricane Bob
was roaring up the coast. Boston Red Sox
players, who had planned to golf with
Bush that morning, arrived at the house
bearing souvenirs for youngsters in the
Bush clan.
Only one thing was clear that morning.
Golf would have to wait.
While workers boarded up the home,
Bush and his national
security adviser,
Brent
Scowcroft,
sipped coffee and hit
the
phones.
Almost all
top administration officials
were
on
vacation.,
Secretary of State James Baker III was at
his ranch in Wyoming and Defense
Secretary Dick Cheney was fishing in
Canada.
"Tanks on the street in Moscow put the
whole world on edge," Sen. Lee Hamilton,
D-Ind., said then.
Earlier in the year. the world had
watched the reunification of Germany,
where the Cold War began. Only three
weeks before the attempted coup, Bush
and Gorbachev had signed a treaty to cut
long-range nuclear weapons by about onethird. Bush had called Gorbachev the
West's "best hope" for reform.
Now, the president was figuring out
how to deal with the mix of military, KGB
and political conservatives behind the
coup.
Should the United States recognize the
coup plotters? Was Gorbachev safe? If
Bush flew back to Washington, would it
appear the United States was in a crisis?
What was to become of Soviet nuclear
weapons?
"We didn't know the current status of
the coup," Scowcmft recalled. "The presi-

NI-

dent's inclination was to condemn it outright, but if it turned out to be successful, we would be
forced to live with
the new leaders."
At 730
a.m., journalists crowded
into a small
Secret Service
building in Maine
to hear Bush's first
statement.
Bush was cautious. He didn't want to
burn bridges. He spoke of a "disturbing
development." To avoid saying the coup
was illegal, the president labeled it "extraconstitutional." He put Soviet aid on hold.
Bush said the United States would work
with whoever was in power to encourage ,
democratic reforms. He also noted coups
can fail. "They
succeed at
first
and
then
run

against
the will of
the people," he
said.
Back in Washington that night, Bush
got tougher. He called the coup a "misguided and illegitimate"
effort
that
"bypasses
both Soviet
law
and
the will of
the Soviet
peoples."
The
president
believed the overthrow attempt was precipitated by Gorbachev's scheduled signing the following day of a treaty that
would have given the Soviet republics
more independence from Moscow.
Condoleezza Rice, now national security adviser to Bush's son in the White
House, was on the National Security
Council at the time and monitored developments.
Rice said Gorbachev started to show
the strains of his country's turmoil in
November 1990, a time she marks as the
beginning of the end both for him and the
Soviet Union.
"After a career of always choosing to
do the more liberal thing whenever challenged, Gorbachev suddenly tried to bring
around him people who wanted to turn the
clock back — people who ultimately
betrayed him," she said later.
Had the coup been instigated in January
or February of 1991, it might have succeeded. she said. But by August, both the
KGB and military were weakened by
reformers in their ranks.
"The coup was really just the last death
throes of the Soviet Union — the old try-

ing one last time to fight back."
The day the coup began, Western leaders watched on
television as
Boris
Yeltsin,
president of
the
Russian
Federation,
stood on a tank to
rally hundreds of thousands of citizens
demonstrating in support of Gorbachev,
president of the Soviet Union.
"Yeltsin is out there on top of a tank
saying this coup must be reversed," Bush
wrote in his diary. "You have to give him
credit for enormous guts."
Bush had kept Yeltsin at arm's length
earlier. In 1989, Bush refused to meet him
in the Oval Office, preferring
instead to stop by during
Yeltsin's
meeting
with the national
security
staff.
Yeltsin, a burly
man with a flair
for the dramatic,
had
criticized
Gorbachev for slow, moving
. . reforms.
At the time, !lush didn't
want to snub Gorbachev, who had become
a friend. Yeltsin's name now was a rallying
cry of reformers even as Gorbachev's popularity sagged.
The day after the coup began, Bush
called Yeltsin and told him America was
behind both him and Gorbachev. Bush said
he was prepared to call Soviet Vice
President Gennady Yanayev, a man to
whom he once sent fishing lures, now a
coup conspirator. Yeltsin protested, saying
the call would legitimize the coup.
Bush refrained.
He flew back to Maine. The hurricane,
slapping the Atlantic coast, had spared the
26-room home of stone and shingle built
by his grandfather. But the tempest in
Moscow continued to envelop him.
The next day, he talked again to Yeltsin,
who was holed up in the parliament building. Yeltsin seemed optimistic about
Gorbachev's chances of returning to
power.
Some of the conspirators were showing
signs of weakness, he said. A few had suddenly become ill with what became known
as "coup flu."
Bush took a break. He went out on his
speedboat Fidelity and was plying the
choppy waters when Gorbachev called
unexpectedly. A translator made small talk
with him until Bush could get ashore to
take the call in his bedroom.
The coup had failed. Gorbachev was
safe. He was headed back to Moscow. But
he would not be in power much longer.
Gorbachev resigned on Christmas Day,
the Soviet Union disbanded and, after 74
years, the hammer and sickle flag was
lowered from the Kremlin for the last time.
"We have no historical experience with
a great power dying in its bed," Rice said.

Washington
Yesterday
By LAWRENCE L. KNUTSON
AP Writer

Distance
from D.C.
CRAWFORD,Texas(AP) —
For two centuries, the White House
in Washington has been the great
destination and golden prize of
American politics.
But having scrambled to the top,
many presidents can't seem to wait
to tell people they have stumbled
into a gilded prison, a sealed bubble, a distorted mirror, a corrupting
place of gossip, rumor, backbiting,
and, of all things, hardball politics.
"Like other presidents before
and after me, I felt the need to get
out of the White House and out of
Washington in order to keep some
sense of perspective," said one
modern chief executive.
That may sound exactly like
George W. Bush as he ambles
around his 1,600-acre Texas ranch
during his monthlong Texas vacation. But the words are actually
those of Richard Nixon, who had
more to say that also sounded just a
little like Bush.
"I discovered how isolated from
the reality of American life a president can feel in the White House,"
Nixon said.
Here's the current president on
the same subject:
"To me, to be out on the land
helps a president keep perspective.
You know, I haven't been a president all that long, but I can assure
you, perspective is important."
"It's the real world, Bush said
of his home on the range. "It's part
of keeping one's perspective.
Washington's a wonderful place,
but it's not exactly the real world."
To this president, perspective
and balance, another word he often
uses, can be best obtained in the
heartland. And to Bush, Texas is
clearly the heart of the heartland.
"My house is in Texas; I'm a
Texan," the president said one
recent day.'This is where I was
raised; this is where I'm going to
retire; this is where I'll pass away,
in Texas ..."
"Get used to it, because this is
where I'm coming," he told those
questioning the amount of time he
spends away from the White House
and at home in Texas.
On some days Bush calls the
White House grounds a "compound" and makes his four-year
presidential term seem like a prison
sentence.
"I will serve my time in
Washington, and I will return back
to Texas," he told an audience in
Albuquerque, N.M., last week. "It's
important never to forget where you
came from."
So the Texan president looked a
bit crestfallen when he asked a
group of second graders in an
Albuquerque classroom just where
his home was.
"Washington D.C.," they replied
in a shout.
"I'm from one state east of
here," Bush prompted and asked
again where he was from.
"Washington D.C.," they shouted
anew, perhaps not an unreasonable
response when dealing with a man
who has the White House and the
executive branch of the government
in Washington at his disposal.
When pressed, Bush explains
that what he objects to most is the
furious nature of Washington politics.
Washington, it's a lot more
partisan; people there just like to
dig in and fight," he said one morning.
Actually, that's not as harsh a
criticism of Washington and the
presidency as that once delivered by.
another Texan president, Lyndon B.
Johnson. Being president in a
Washington crisis, Johnson once
said,"is like a jackass standing
alone in the middle of a field in a
driving hailstorm. There's nothing
he can do but stand there and take
it."
Many often spoke as if they
couldn't stand the place or the job.
"There is the big white jail,"
Harry S. Truman once said, looking
up from one of his frequent walks
outside the cast iron fence.
George Washington, that great
establisher of presidential precedent, may have been the first to
paint the job in the colors of gloom.
Washington said that as he traveled
to his inauguration he felt like "a
culprit who is going to the place of
his execution.'
Thomas Jefferson called the
presidency "a splendid misery."
"Dignified slavery," Andrew
Jackson snorted.
"Being president is like riding a
tiger," Truman once said. "A man
has to keep riding or be swallowed."
But a little later on he had a further thought on being president, one
with which Bush might come to
agree.
"Just between you and me and
the gatepost, 1 like it." Truman said
EDITOR'S NOTE — Lawrence
L. Knutson has covered the White
House, Congress, presidential
vacations and Washington's history for more than 30 years.
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Jo's Datebook
By JO BURKEEN
Community Editor

Library News
by Ben Graves
Librarian
The dome of
the Cumberland
Inn, located in
Williamsburg,
Ky., is painted
with cherubs at
play. The angels
represent children who have

First United Methodist Church of Murray
was featured on the front page of the Aug. 10th
issue of The United Methodist Reporter.
This included a picture and story, written by
Dr. Larry Daniel, senior pastor at the Murray
church, about the Wesley Senior Ministries, a
senior housing project, that is to be constructed on Utterback Road, Murray.
Another story in the Reporter about First United Methodist was
the television ministry of the Sunday morning service being shown
live in 28 counties in Kentucky and Tennessee through the Murray State University UPN station.
We congratulate the church for its ministry to the senior citizens and to shut-ins especially for the television ministry each
Sunday morning.

Bogard reunion canceled
The annual Bogard family reunion for this year has been canceled.
Plans are being made for another reunion in 2002. For more information call Troy Bogard at 474-8873 or Modena Outland at 7530254.

MHS Council to meet today
Murray High School Site-based Decision Making Council will meet
today (Tuesday), Aug. 21, at 5:30 p.m. in the school library. Dale
Reid, principal, invites the public to attend.

North election Thursday
North Elementary School Site-based Decision Making Council will
have Parent Election on Thursday. Aug. 23, from 3 to 6 p.m. at the
school. A short PTO meeting will follow with the winner of the election being announced.

Hazel Day planned
"Reliving the Good Ole Days" will be the theme of the second
annual Hazel Day event on Saturday, Oct. 6. The Hazel Day Parade
will be at 1 p.m. If you would like to be a participant, contact Renee
Lax at 762-3225, daytime, or Melissa Wynn at 1-270-382-3935,
evenings. Entry deadline will be Sept. 15.

Compassionate Friends will meet
Compassionate Friends will meet Thursday, Aug. 23, at 7:30 p.m.
in the board room of Murray-Calloway County Hospital. This is open
to all persons who have lost a loved through death. For more information call Hilda Bennett at 498-8324 or Kerry Lambert, hospital
chaplain, at 762-1274.

Brown reunion planned
The descendants of Thomas (Link) and Sephronia Brown will have
a family reunion on Sunday, Sept. 2, at the Marshall County Senior
Citizens' Centel', Benton. A meal of barbecue and fried chicken, vegetables and dessert will be served beginning at 1 p.m. Cost will be
$6 per person. If you plan to attend, call June Norwood at 489-2285
or Charles Brown at 437-4615 before Aug. 28 to place your reservation.

Gospel Showcase Thursday
The fourth annual Southern Gospel Music Showcase will be Thursday, Aug. 23 at 7 p.m. (EST) in the South Wing Lobby, Kentucky
Fair & Expo Center, Louisville. Concert is free with paid fair admission. Featured will be New Horizon of Campbellsville, Saved By
Grace of Morgantown and Spirituals of Edmonton. This is sponsored
by Kentucky State Gospel Singing Convention and Kentucky Farm
Bureau Federation.

Angel Alert issued
An angel alert has been issued for the need for an electric washer and dryer for a family of three persons. Anyone having one of
these to donate, call the Calloway County Family Resource Center at
762-7333.

Singles (SOS) will meet
Singles Organizational Society (SOS) will meet Tuesday, Aug. 21,
at 7 p.m. at Calloway Inn, Murray. This is for all singles whether
divorced, widowed or never married. For information call Barbara at
436-5032, Sandy at 1-270-382-2995, or Mike at 759-0625.

Tigers' Booster Club to meet
Murray Tigers' Athletic Booster Club will meet Wednesday, Aug.
22, at 5:30 p.m. in the Murray High School cafeteria. All parent
sports representatives, interested parents and coaches are invited. For
information contact Cathy Clark at 753-6283 after 6 p.m.

Advisory Council will meet
The Advisory Council for Community Education will meet Wednesday, Aug. 22, at 8:30 a.m. in the board room of Murray Board of
Education building, South 13th Street. Persons are asked to please
call Jean at 753-4363 if you cannot attend.

Lodge meeting Tuesday
Woodmen of the World Lodge 170 of Kirksey will meet tonight
(Tuesday). Aug. 21, at 6 p.m. at Boulders Restaurant, Murray. All
lodge members are encouraged to attend. for information call 4896251.

Health Express lists stops
Health Express of Murray-Calloway County Hospital will offer
glaucoma screenings, blood pressure and pulse checks at its stops during August. On Wednesday stop will be at Cheri Theater, Murray,
from 8:30 to 11:30 a.m. and 12:30 to 3 p.m. Thursday stops will be
at Wingo Town Square from 9 to 11:30 a.m. and Sedalia Baptist
Church from 1 to 3 p.m.

Women's bowling meeting planned
Murray Women's Bowling Association will have its Tuesday Night
Bowling League meeting at Corvette Lanes tonight (Tuesday), Aug.
21, at 6:30 p.m. Any ladies interested in bowling on the Tuesday
night league are urged to attend or contact Jennifer Outland at 4365480.

Dean Ann Daughaday and Christopher Provine

Daughaday and Provine
wedding to be Sept. 15
Mr. and Mrs. John T. Daughaday of Mayfield announce the engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter, Dean Ann Daughaday, to Christopher Provine, son of David Provine of Hazel and
Charlotte Cook of Murray.
Miss Daughaday is the granddaughter of the late Mr. and Mrs.
E.W. Anderson Jr. of Mayfield and of Mrs. Mary Elizabeth Daughaday and the late William Daughaday of Mayfield.
Mr. Provine is the grandson of Mrs. Anna Mathes and the late
Melford Mathes of Hazel and the late Roy and Dorothy Provine of
Hazel.
The bride-elect, a 1996 graduate of Graves County High School,
is a May 2001 graduate with a bachelor of science degree in agriculture from Murray State University. She is employed by Warner
Animal Clinic in Murray.
The groom-elect is a 1996 graduate of Calloway County High
School. He is employed by Crawford Electric in Mayfield.
The wedding will be Saturday. Sept. 15, 2001, at 6:30 p.m. at first
Baptist Church, Mayfield.
All relatives and friends are invited.

Public speaking
contest planned
A civic oration contest by the
Modern Woodmen of America is
offered free-of-charge to public, private and parochial schools and
homeschool associations nationwide.
In addition to improving public speaking skills, students learn
to think clearly, research topics
and organize materials while building self-esteem along the way.
The principal and/or teachers
of the participating school choose
a date in January through May to
hold their local contest. Participants are given three to five minutes to discuss a topic chosen by
Modern Woodmen at the beginning of each school year.
Local leaders and educators
judge the students based on material organization, delivery, presen-

tation and effectiveness.
Winners at the schools' contests can advance to higher levels, which include advanced country, state and national contests. At
the national level, contests compete for $1,250, $1,000 and $750
savings plans. The free contest
materials provided by Modern
Woodmen can be used in grades
five through 12. Only children in
grades five to eight can advance
to the higher levels.
"The Civic Oration Contest
reflects Modern Woodmen's commitment to the education of America's youth," said Fred Stalls, a local
representative.
Teachers and/or principals can
contact Stalls at 753-3763 for more
information.

State pageants
are scheduled
Applications are now being
accepted for the 2002 Miss Kentucky USA and 2002 Miss Kentucky Teen USA Pageant to be
held Nov. 24 and 25, 2001, at
7:30 p.m. at the Center for Rural
Development, Somerset.
Ladies between the ages of
15 to 19 years may apply for the
Miss Kentucky Teen USA Pageant
and ladies between the ages of 18
to 27 years may apply for the
Miss Kentucky USA pageant.

The winner will receive an all
expense paid trip to represent Kentucky at the Miss Teen USA Pageant
on CBS television in August 2002,
and Miss Kentucky will represent
Kentucky at Miss USA in February 2002.
For more information contact
Betty Clark, 408 W. 13th St., Benton, KY 42025; phone 1-270-5271912; fax 1 1270-527-5582; or email BCCCH@cs.com.
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J.T. LEE, Jeweler (
Storewide Clearance

Claus books in July.
The book in question is Better Homes and Gardens' Santa
Claus Collection. You've got your
carved Santa, painted barnwood
Santa, paper mache' Santa and
even weird round Santa's painted
on a baseball and hung as a Christmas ornament. (No, I'm not making this up. It's on page 63.)
The pictures are beautiful and
the reading is actually surprisingly good. (Good enough for this
to be the third volume with this
title!)

passed away.
This dome was commissioned
by Luther. Jordan and Rosemary
Smith in memory of their sons
and brothers, Drew and Jeremiah,
and was painted by Wayne Taylor.
Before I go, we've turned off
Rosemary Smith's book, Chilthe fine calculating software for
dren of the Dome, is 28 stories
a little while (it's been off since
of survival and hope after the loss
the inventory.)
of a child. One of the stories is
Well, we're going to turn it
about Donna and Woody Hemback on. Books that are checked
don's son, Roger, killed in a flight
training accident while at West in on the first day of September
2001 will be subject to the same
Point.
overdue-fee rules that were in
Quoting from the introduction
force before the inventory.
by Terrence Gutgsell M.D.:
This means that if your book
"To you who have lost a child
to death, I offer you this won- is late and you drop it in the
derful book of personal stories to night deposit slot on Aug. 31, you
let you know you are not alone. will be charged a late fee. So,
now's the time to give your house
Hopefully, you'll discover some
similar themes of experiences that one more check for old library
will resonate with your own story. books and bring them on in.
"My true desire is that this Thanks.
book will, for you so affected
parents, stimulate a search of others who have walked this hard
path before you. You'll find people who can, in the flesh, offer
what no one else can; true under- Horse Liniment is the secret!
standing of the depth of your sorOCALA,FL. -- An ingredient used to
row.
treat inflammation in thoroughbred
-From that depth of under- racehorse legs, is now recognized as
standing and sharing somehow safe and effective for human use. The
healing can gradually take place. ingredient has been formulated into a
With healing comes a sense of product called ARTH-Rx-and comes in
hope for the future. My wish for a strength designed for humans. Reyou is that if you reach the grand searchers are excited and say the formufor millions.
age of 88, you'll possess the coun- la can relieve arthritis pain
Developed by the Phillips Gulf Cortenance of my patient Flora: an poration, ARTH-Rx is a breakthrough
old heart full of love, grace and in the treatment of painful disorders
hope, tinged and tempered with ranging from minor aches and pains to
the sorrow of loss.
more serious conditions such as ar"I also wish for you that in thritis, bursitis, rheumatism, tendonisome way the hope comes of tis, backache and more.
Scientists suggest that ARTH-Rx
being re-united with your child.I couldn't have said it better works by intercepting the pain messenger substance that sends pain sigmyself.
nals to the brain. Although the mechis not totally clear, pain is reanism
Christmas is on the way! How
lieved in the affected area because the
have
do I know? The craft books
pain signal actually disappears.
started to arrive!
ARTH-Rx is the only product on the
Every one complains about the market with Neurocaine and is available
retailers jumping the gun On the in a convenient, pleasant scented rollseason, when Christmas stuff starts on applicator without a prescription.
showing up before Halloween; but According to a spokesperson for the
that's not a patch on getting Santa company,ARTH-Rx is available in pharmacies, nutrition stores, and even some feed
stores. ARTH-Rx can also be ordered by
calling 1-800-729-8446.c 2ox PGC
ARTH-Rx is available at
WALTERS PHARMACY
604S 12th St • 753-7688
Of at your local RITE
AID

Arthritis Pain
Mystery Solved

Read the

COMMUNITY
page daily

Lump Sum
Distributions?
IRA Rollovers?
If you are retiring soon or changing jobs,
you'll want to know your distribution
options and tax consequences. LM
Financial Partners located at Area Bank of
Murray, KY can help you protect and preserve the capital you've earned and offer
you investment strategies designed to help
you achieve your financial goals.
Let LM Financial Partners help you
preserve the wealth of your future.
Mark Vinson
Financial Advisor
500 Main Street
Murray, KY 42071
(270) 767-2204
(800) 216-5213
email:
mcvinson@leggmason.com

Bank.

25%-50% Off Regular Prices To
Make Room For New Fall Designs.

NEW FALL HOURS:
8 a.m.-10 p.m. - Mon.-Fri.
10 a.m.-10 p.m. - Sat. 8. Sun.
1510 Chestnut St.

759-3663

1304-F Chestnut St. • Dixieland Center • M-F 10-6
•

-c

Wombs" pinckati are Not FDA wued!\ot ANA ,urerile4\4ai Lase Valve
Securities products and services are offered through LM
Financial Partners, Inc (-Lstrr-i a subsidiary of Legg Mason,
Inc LMFT'is a registered broker-dealer and a member of the
NASD and SIPC LMFP is not affiliated with Area Bank
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Hunt to
fill void
for MSU

Cards' streak ends
It looked like St. Louis would Vina said. "I didn't see him. He
make it an even dozen when Mike got me good."
Timlin took a 2-1 lead into the
It seemed a moot protest when
ninth. Albert Pujols homered over the Cardinals scored twice in the
the 40-foot wall in center, becom- 10th off Danny Graves, a rally
Louis Cardinals' 11-game winning ing the first to clear the majors' set up by first baseman Sean
tallest wall, and J.D. Drew hit a Casey's error. Benes (7-7) couldstreak finally hit a wall.
The Cardinals blew leads in the solo shot in the eighth for the n't hold the lead, giving up consecutive homers to Todd Walker
ninth and 10th innings Monday one-run lead.
Over? It was just getting inter- and Kelly Stinnett in the bottom
night, then watched in disbelief
of the inning.
as Ken Griffey Jr. circled the bases esting.
Timlin gave up a single to
After John Riedling(1-1)pitched
with an inside-the-park homer in
the 1 1 th, giving the Cincinnati Pokey Reese with one out in the the 11th, Griffey ended it with his
ninth, then threw off-target to first first inside-the-park homer in 11
Reds a 5-4 victory.
All in all, it was a bizarre end- on Wilton Guerrero's comebacker, years.
His drive caromed off the wall
ing to the Cardinals' longest win- moving the tying run to third.
Griffey hit a high-hop grounder in center, hit Jim Edmonds' foot
ning streak in 19 years.
"Well, let's see: Nobody got to second baseman Fernando Vina and bounced past left fielder Kerry
ejected and there wasn't a fight," — the guy that Albert Belle ran Robinson as Griffey pushed his
Griffey said, summarizing the only over in a famous 1994 encounter bothersome left hamstring to the
missing elements."We're just happy in the baseline. This time, he got limit.
By the time Robinson got to
to be on top. That's the first one bowled over by Guerrero.
The Cardinals insisted it was the ball, he had no chance to get
of those we've won at home."
At home or on the road, the interference on the runner. The Griffey, who slid into home with
Cardinals have been winning, peri- umpires ruled that the ball was a flourish.
"The track is rubber, so the
od. Stranded eight games out of past Vina when he was run over,
first in the NL Central on Aug. making it obstruction on the sec- ball was bouncing off it like a
3, they've pulled themselves back ond baseman and leaving every- golf ball," Robinson said. "What
can you do?"
into contention — three games out one safe and the game tied.
"How is that possible?" said
Only three of Griffey's 454
— by pulling off their longest
manager Tony La Russa, who homers have been inside-the-park
winning streak since 1982.
hits. He hadn't gotten one since
In the only other NL games, played the game under protest.
Vina didn't know exactly what June 20, 1990, against Kansas City.
Milwaukee and Chicago split a
"I was just happy to score so
doubleheader, with the Cubs win- happened.
"I was going to get the ball I could go home," Griffey said.
ning the opener 7-4 and the Brewand all of a sudden, I got hit," "It didn't matter what happened."
ers taking thc nightcap 10-2.

II Reds cool off
hot Redbirds 5-4
CINCINNATI (AP) — The St.

Al Behrman/AP Photo

BAD DAY...St. Louis outfielder Jim Edmonds reacts after
striking out against Cincinnati Reds pitcher Chris Reitsma
in the fourth inning of Monday's game in Cincinnati.

Heath sweeps
locals in golf
ed a 41 and Tyler Buckingham
Staff Report
added a 44.
Murray Ledger & Times
The Tigers, who finished 10th
Heath swept Calloway County
and Murray in boys' and girls' in Saturday's Paducah Tilghman
high school golf matches Monday Invitational at The Silos Golf Club,
were paced by Zack Rayburn's
at Murray Country Club.
The visiting Pirates received a 38. James Quertermous followed
2-under-par 34 from medalist Josh with a 42 while Josh Dunn and
Rhodes and 37s from Rick Cochran, Micah Rayburn posted matching
Lance Wrinkle and John Owens 43s.
On the girls' side, Heath cruised
to take the boys' contest with a
to victory with a team score of
team score of 145, 15 shots ahead
194 behind a 39 from medalist
of Calloway and 21 ahead of MurDanielle Whitworth.
ray.
Murray was 34 strokes back as
Josh Burks' even-par 36 paced Ashley Patterson finished with a
the Lakers as jeffrey Boyle fol- 49, followed by Ellen Gingles (53),
lowed with a 39,T.J. Hargrove card- Kelly Dick (57).
MIKE OHSTROM/Ledger photo
Calloway came in 10 shots
KING OF SWING...Murray behind its crosstown archrival.
High's Josh Dunn swings Amanda D'Angelo led the Lady
through on a drive off the Lakers with a 54 while Jenny Ginfirst tee during Monday's gles shot a 57, Whitney Hendon
three-team match at Murray added a 61 and Robin Ryan notched
Country Club. Dunn finished a 66.
The boys' squads from Murray
with a 43 as the Tigers scored
and Calloway will return to the
a team total of 166. Calloway Murray Country Club links ThursCounty was second in the day when they host Marshall Counboys' competition with a 160, ty at 4 p.m.

By SCOTT NANNEY
Sports Editor
After failing in its bid to secure
a men's head golf coach for the
fall semester, the Murray State
athletic department will look to a
volunteer to fill the void.
Eddie Hunt, a former business
partner•of MSU athletic director
E.W. Dennison, will act as an
interim coach this fall, taking over
for long-time coach Raymond T.
"Buddy" Hewitt, who retired earlier this year.
"We ran a search for a parttime golf coach, but no one surfaced during that time," said Dennison of the position, which was
reduced from full-time to parttime when Hewitt retired. "With
it being only a part-time position,
it really limits us on who we can
get ... We've just had a hard time
finding someone.
Dennison said Hunt will remain
with the program until the spring.
The athletic department will then
re-open the search. for Hewitt's
successor.

Star-less Packers
defeat Broncos 22-7
GREEN BAY, Wis. (AP) —
The Green Bay Packers were
counting on a healthier lineup
after enduring their worst injury
epidemic in franchise history
last year.
But a dozen front-line players sat out Monday night, and
Antonio Freeman joined them
on the sideline with a concussion in the Packers' 22-7 preseason victory over Denver.
Just before halftime, Freeman was running full speed
over the middle and had just
caught a Brett Favre pass when
cornerback Eric Brown's helmetto-jaw hit sent Freeman plunging to the grass head first.
"I was surprised because I
thought it was a good hit," said
Brown, who was high-flying
Ian Gold as Freeman was prone
on the ground. The crowd booed
and the flag came down.
Brown's coach, Mike Shanahan, said he's have to see the
film. Don't bother, said Packers coach Mike Sherman.
"It was a hit that obviously

is not encouraged by the NFL,"
Sherman said. "But they happen and you move on."
It's unlikely Freeman will
play Saturday against Miami.
"His head was still pounding him in the locker room a
few minutes ago," Sherman said.
The NFL is cracking down
on such hits this season and is
threatening players with a onegame suspension.
"You have to go out and hit
and deal with the consequences,
at least that's what the league
tells you," Brown said. "But
on the screen, it looked like I
got him more on the shoulder."
The Packers played without
their top two tailbacks — Ahman
Green (groin) and Dorsey Levens (hand), which played a role
in a sputtering offensive attack,
although Sherman said he wouldn't use that as an excuse.
Favre and the Packers were
held out of the end zone in
the first half thanks to a heavy
blitz package by Broncos defensive coordinator Ray Rhodes.

Bronx, N.Y. team Meet The Racers...
wins again at
Little Lea rue WS
SOUTH WILLIAMSPORT, Pa.
(AP) — Those who thought the
Rolando Paulino team from the
Bronx was a one-man show got
their answer Monday.
Luilly Vinas pitched a threehitter as the New York team beat
Davenport (Iowa) East 7-4 at the
Little League World Series.
In other games, Mexico .defeated Canada 6-5, and Louisiana beat
Rhode Island 5-2.
Vinas' effort followed Danny
Almonte's perfect game in the
Bronx's opener against Apopka, Fla.
. Tommy Guzman hit a two-run
double and Rolando Torres hit a
two-run homer in the fourth inning
for the Bronx, and Vinas, who
was perfect in the first three innings,
struck out all three Iowa batters
in the sixth to secure the win.
"I don't think there's a team
out there that's tougher than us,
because we do our best and we
have good pitching," Guzman said,
making manager Alberto Gonzalez cringe.
Guzman's double, a line drive
to left center, scored Santo Sierra and Johnelvis Ortiz, making it
5-2. Torres then hit a high arcing
shot over the left field wall, increasing the lead to 7-2.
The outburst was a surprise to
Davenport East manager Matt
Kolar. who had pictured the Bronx
as a defensive team. The Bronx

had only two hits in its first series
win and two hits in the Mid-Atlantic
Region championship game.
"They hit the ball better than
I thought, because they hadn't hit
it before," Kolar said.
Bronx (2-0) tied the score 2-2
in the fourth when Carlos Garcia
scored on an error. As Garcia slid
into home, catcher Dustin Nickels
dropped the ball. Sierra reached
base on the play, and Vinas
advanced to third.
Davenport East pitcher Willie
Argo walked Ortiz to load the bases,
and all three runners advance on
a passed ball, scoring Vinas and
giving Bronx a 3-2 lead.
Another apparent run, Almonte's
steal of home, was disallowed
because the runner at first left
base early.
Davenport East (0-2) scored two
runs in the fifth on a Shane White
single and an error.
"We didn't hit the ball as well
as I hoped we would," Kolar said.
"That guy was just throwing fastballs, and we were a little late. I
was a little disappointed that we
didn't get around on him better."
Davenport East took a 2-1 lead
in the fourth when Argo's home
run bounced off the stone case
that houses the bust of Howard
Lamade,former Little League board
member for whom the stadium is
named.

MIKE OHSTROM/Ledger & Times photo

Murray State head coach Joe Pannunzio talks to the assembled crowd during the Racers' annual kickoff supper,
held Monday night at the Regional Special Events Center. MSU kicks off the 2001 campaign Sept. 1 at Southeastern Conference member Ole Miss.
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Sparks shuts down Seattle
By The Associated Press
The Seattle Mariners should feel
fortunate that they won't have to
face Steve Sparks in the postseason.
Sparks beat the Mariners for
the third straight time, pitching a
five-hitter Monday night to lead
the Detroit Tigers to a 4-1 victory.
"It's tough," said Mike Cameron,
who hit two homers and tied Seattle's team record with eight RBIs
against the New York Yankees on
Sunday. "It's like trying to hit a
Wiffle ball in the wind."
Sparks (9-7) walked none and
struck out seven. He beat the
Mariners 9-0 on a five-hitter at Safeco Field on Aug. 15, 2000.
-For whatever reason, both times
I've pitched here I've had a good
knuckleball," Sparks said. "I don't
know if it's the climate or what."
The Tigers, mired in fourth
place in the AL Central, have split
four games with the major leagueleading Mariners(89-36)-the best
mark of any team that has played
Seattle.
In other AL games, it was Oakland 9, Cleveland 0; Boston 6,
Anaheim 1; Toronto 3, Minnesota 2; New York 9, Texas 5; and
Kansas City 10, Chicago 1.
Sparks is tied with Oakland's
Mark Mulder and Minnesota's Brad
Radke for the most complete games
in the AL this season.
He stymied the highest scoring
team in the majors. The Mariners
scored 17 runs in winning the past
two games against the Yankees.
"It was dancing all over the
place," Seattle's Bret Boone said.
-The key was he didn't miss with
it. A knuckleballer who doesn't walk
anybody is going to make it a

SCOREBOARIT
Sponsored By.

The Insurance Center
of Murray
BUSINESS • HOME • CAR • HEALTH • LIFE
"Your more than one company agency"
901 Sycamore

David King

753-8355

MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL

Justin Sullivan/AP Photo

Oakland's Olmedo Saenz connects for a three-run triple off Cleveland starting pitcher
Chuck Finley during the fourth inning of Oakland's 9-0 win over the Indians Monday.
long day."
Mariners manager Lou Piniella
said the Mariners were hurt by
their lack of experience facing a
knuckleballer. He noted that
Boston's Tim Wakefield and Sparks
are the only two knuckleballers in
the AL.
"A knuckleball pitcher is either
on or he's off," he said. "He was
on tonight."
Shane Halter hit a two-run homer
off Freddy Garcia (14-5) for the
Tigers.
Athletics 9, Indians 0
Barry Zito pitched a four-hitter
for his second shutout in three
starts to lead Oakland past visit-

ing Cleveland.
Olmedo Saenz hit a bases-loaded
triple off Chuck Finley (5-6), and
Jermaine Dye added a two-run
homer as Oakland won for the
16th time in 18 games to remain
four games ahead of Boston in
the AL wild card race.
Zito (9-8) struck out a careerhigh 11 and walked two.
Red Sox 6, Angels 1
Frank Castillo (8-7) allowed five
hits in seven scoreless innings,
and Shea Hillenbrand homered as
Boston won at Anaheim.
The Red Sox built a 6-0 lead
through the first five innings against
Ismael Valdes (8-7), who had not

allowed more than three earned
runs in eight consecutive outings
since June 14.
Blue Jays 3, Twins 2
Kelvim Escobar(5-5)came within two outs of his second career
shutout, and Brad Fullmer hit a
three-run homer as Toronto handed host Minnesota its 10th loss
in 11 games.
Twins starter Joe Mays (12-12)
pitched a five-hitter to lose his
fifth consecutive start.
Yankees 9, Rangers 5
Paul O'Neill and Tino Martinez
homered in a five-run eighth inning
as New York rallied to win at
Texas.

Smith, "UofL
primed for
2001 opener
with Aggies
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP),-The hill," Smith said.
The Cardinals won't have trouLouisville Cardinals are sick of
ble getting emotionally ready for
hitting each other in practice.
For that reason alone, Coach either game this year, Smith said.
"It's the first game. Everybody
John L. Smith says his team is
focused on Thursday night's open- gets excited for the first game,"
er with New Mexico State and Smith said. "Had that not been
isn't looking ahead to next week's the case - if we were to play
somebody right before Kentucky
game at Kentucky.
right in the middle of the season
"We are so
- I don't know how that works.
ready to play
"This is good, because it's the
somebody,"
first game. And then we'll get
Smith said Monup for Kentucky.day at his first
The Cardinals won't hold anynews
weekly
thing back in Thursday's game
conference of
just to keep it off the game film
season.
the
for Kentucky's coaches, Smith said.
"We're tired of
"We're not concerned about
seeing
each
showing anything or not showing
other to the
SMITH
anything," said Smith. -We're
where
point
we're a little bit lethargic. We going to the ballgame and sayhave to pick it up a little bit, ing, 'Hey, let's go out there and
and then, let's go play and find win it. Let's go do whatever it
is we have to do."
out if we're worth a darn.",
Smith has more pressing conThe Cardinals have opened with
Kentucky in each of the past cerns than showing his hand.
The Cardinals lost five defenseven seasons. Louisville remains
Kentucky's season opener this year. sive starters from the 2000 squad
Regardless of the opponent. that finished fourth in the nation
Smith said the season opener is against the run and seventh in
turnover margin.
always an important game.
Sophomore Scott Lopez and
"You've got to win the first
one, or you don't stand a chance redshirt freshman Bobby Leffew
of winning all of them you want will replace stalwart defensive
to," said Smith, starting his fourth tackles Derrick Kennedy and
season in Louisville. "It can set Donovan Arp. Sophomore Josh
a tone. If you get out and stub Minkins and redshirt freshman
your toe, and let it affect you, it Ronnie Gallishaw replace departcan affect you for the entire year. ed cornerbacks Rashad Holman and
On the other side of it, if you Antonio Roundtree.
The four newcomers have 13
get out to a good start, that can
affect you for the entire year, combined tackles.
"I'm worried defensively," he
too."
Smith said last year's 40-34 said. -We've got to see how we're
overtime win against Kentucky cat- able to hold up inside, make sure
apulted the Cardinals toward their we don't bite on a lot of playaction and lose our eyes in the
first Conference USA title.
"That had a big effect. We got backfield. There are a lot of conthe snowball rolling down the cerns there."

Derby City Team Penning will host an American Quarter Horse Associationapproved special team penning event Friday at the West Kentucky Livestock
and Exposition Center in Murray.
AQHA shows lest horses abilities in several different classes. Participants
in AOHA shows earn points towards end-of-season awards or cash and can
also qualify for the AQHA or American Quarter Horse Youth Association world
championships,
For more information, call Cindy B. Dowell of Derby City Team Penning at
270-648-6559 or contact AQHA at 806-376-4811 or www.aqha.com
Photographs. computer disks and other information provided to The Murray
Ledger 8 Times sports department may be picked up following publication at
the Ledger office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.
For more information. call Mike Ohstrom at 753-1916 ext 23

GB
1
9
12 1/2
15 1/2
GB
2
3
16 1/2
22
25 1/2
GB
2 1/2
5 1/2
11
19

Monday's Games
Chicago Cubs 7. Milwaukee 4, 1st game
Milwaukee 10, Chicago Cubs 2, 2nd
game
Cincinnati 5, St Louis 4, 11 innings
Today's Games
Milwaukee (Quevedo 2-1) at Chicago
Cubs (Cruz 0-01, 120 p.m.
Los Angeles (Gagne 4-51 at Flonda
(Penny 7-61, 6:05 pm
San Francisco (Ortiz 13-6) at Montreal
(Pavano 0-1), 605 p.m.
Arizona (Schilling 18-51 at Pittsburgh
ID Williams 1-51, 605 p.m.
Houston (Astacio 7-14) at Philadelphia
(Figueroa 4-3), 605 p.m.
St. Louis (Hermanson 11-9) at Cincinnati
(Acevedo 3-41, 6:05 p.m.
Colorado (Hampton 12-91 at N.Y. Mets
(Leiter 7-10), 6:10 p.m.
San Diego (Jarvis 10-91 at Atlanta (Burkett 10-8), 6:35 p.m.

AMERICAN LEAGUE
East Division
W
L Pct.
New York
74
51
592
Boston
68
55
553
Toronto
59
66 472
Baltimore
53
71
427
44
Tampa Bay
81 .352
Central Division
W
L Pct.
Cleveland
69
55
557
Minnesota
65
60 .520
Chicago
60
63 _488
Detroit
52
71 .423
Kansas City
51
74
408

Seattle
Oakland
Anaheim
Texas

West Division
W
L
89
36
73
52
66
59
54
71

GB
5
15
20 1/2
30
GB
4 1/2
8 1/2
16 1/2
18 1/2

Pct. GB
712 584 16
.528 23
432 35

Monday's Games
Toronto 3, Minnesota 2
N Y. Yankees 9, Texas 5
Kansas City 10, Chicago White Sox 1
Boston 6. Anaheim 1
Detroit 4, Seattle 1
Oakland 9. Cleveland 0
Today's Games
Baltimore (Mercedes 7-13) at Tampa Bay
(P.Wilson 5-8), 6:15 p.m
Toronto (Lyon 1-2) at Minnesota (Radke
10-8), 705 p.m.
N.Y. Yankees (0 Hernandez 0-5) at Texas
(Davis 6-8), 7.05 p.m.
Chicago White Sox (Garland 4-4) at
Kansas City (Byrd 6-4), 705 p.m.
Boston (Cone 7-2) at Anaheim (Schoeneweis 10-8), 9:05 p.m
Detroit (Weaver 10-12) at Seattle (Sele
12-4), 905 p.m.
Cleveland (Woodard 2-2) at Oakland
(Lidle 8-5). 9:05 p.m

THIS SCHOOL YEAR'S
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SUNCOM'S BACK-TO-SCHOOL PACKAGE

FREE NOKIA 5165 2,900 MINUTES • SUNBURST MESSAGING
)

3
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Right now, SunCom' is offering our Back-to-School Package. You'll get a free Nokia 5165 handset,
2,900 airtime minutes, plus SunBurst Messaging. All for just $39. So, now you can send text messages
on your state-of-the-art handset and enjoy 2,900 minutes of talk time. That's 2,000 Weekend minutes,
500 Incoming minutes and 400 Anytime minutes. All simply yours to use in your Home
Coverage Area or in one of over 250 SunCom Cities, from the Gulf Coast to the
Great Lakes. What could be simpler than that this school year? SunCom. Simply yours.

FREE

A MEMBER OF THE AT&T WIRELESS NETWORK

SunCom s;N.,1770wrs

1 - 800-SUNCOM-1

SunCom Stores:
Paducah

SportsBriefs

NATIONAL LEAGUE
East Division
W
L Pct.
Atlanta
553
68
55
Philadelphia
67
56 .545
Florida
59
64
480
New York
68
452
56
Montreal
71
427
53
Central Division
W
L Pct.
71
Houston
53 _573
Chicago
69
55 .556
St Louis
68
56
548
Milwaukee
54
69 .439
Cincinnati
49
75
395
Pittsburgh
45
78 .366
West Division
W
L Pct.
72
Arizona
51 .585
San Francisco
54
564
70
Los Angeles
67
57
540
San Diego
61
62 496
431
Colorado
53
70

a

AT&T

Also available at:

Murray

310 N. 12th Street
3420 Park Avenue
(across from Park Ave. Chrysler) 270-762-9990
270-444-0104

ABC Digital Communications
(next to Kountry Kastle)
270-442-7979

Cell Tech

Cellular Accessory
Connection
Ledbetter
270-898-7379

(in Kentucky Oaks Mall)
270-575-5444

VAir mood
34,pelast

eon

CIRCUIT CITY.
vrww.SUNCOM1.com

Business Sales: 270-444-0324

e 2001 SunCom. Requires new activation, credit approval, activation fee, annual contract, a cancellation fee of 812.50 per month remaining in contract and a TDMA in mode digital phone. Plan and coverage not available in all areas. Rates do not apply to credit card calls or if a call is placed or received offshore or outside of the SunCom
Home Coverage Area. Airtime for each call is rounded up to the next full minute. Monthly included minutes cannot be carried over to any other month and must be used
in your SunCom Home Calling Area. Roaming, long distance, additional minute charges. other restrictions, charges, surcharges and taxes may apply_ Weekend times are
from Friday at 8 p.m. until Monday at 7 a.m. Subject to terms and conditions contained in the SunCom Welcome Guide and service and feature plans and coverage area
brochures. May not be available with other offers. Advertised package offer not available with prepay plans and available until 9/30, One mail-in rebate per purchase of
a qualifying handset and wireless service activation with SunCom between 8/1 and 9/30. To be eligible, phone must remain on SunCom service for at least 30 days and
phone must be active on SunCom service at the time rebate is processed. Rebate requests must be postmarked by 10/30, Other restrictions apply. See rebate form for full details.
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After 100 years, Campbell looks to get hot again
CAMDEN, N.J. (AP) — When consumers on the run went else- edged Campbell chief executive
the
John Dorrance began working for where for seemingly easier-to-pre- Douglas Conant, who took
to
get
didn't
"We
January.
in
helm
as
such
Competitors
items.
pare
in
Co.
Soup
the future Campbell
as
this thriving manufacturing town Progresso and private-label brands the ready-to-serve segment
100-plus years ago, he quickly fig- have cut into its market dominance. aggressively as we could."
The company plans to phase in
"Their biggest challenge is to
ured out how to distinguish the
canned preserve company from its make their product more contem- easy-open lids on its condensed
porary to allow them to grow in a soup line. It's also putting "Pop N'
rivals.
world," said John Pour" lids on its Swanson broths
different
timeWhat better way to cater to
strapped families, the young McMillin, analyst with Prudential and test-marketing a microwavable
ing
chemist reasoned, than by selling Securities Inc. "They are the soup in a sippable, single-serv
container.
world
a
in
soup
of
House
Maxwell
condensed soup?
It's also investing more in its
In 1897, Dorrance invented the that wants the convenience and
Chunky Soup brand,
noncondensed
Starbucks."
formula and marketed it as a quick taste of
business growing at
million
$436
a
a
announced
recently
Campbell
homemade.
yet tasty alternative to
this year.
rate
percent
Campbell's soups quickly became multimillion-dollar investment for a 20
wants to
soupmaker
the
And
advertising
launches,
best sellers, and in the process new product
snack
its
to
funds
more
devote
at
aimed
partly
technology
and
conry
helped spawn a 20th-centu
and
Farm
Pepperidge
—
brands
making soup more convenient to
venience-food movement.
Pace
and
Prego
its
and
—
Godiva
But now the world's largest eat.
"We have been somewhat vic- ready-made sauces, which Conant
soupmaker finds itself a step
behind. Earnings have slipped as tims of our own success," acknowl- believes feed well into America's

workaholic ways.
The target audience is people
like New York attorney Albert Kim,
who was a fan of Campbell's chicken noodle soup as a kid but rarely
touches the stuff now.
"When you're busy and looking
for a meal, it's not worth the effort
to open a can, put in a pan, pour in
water, and wait for it to simmer,"
Kim, 28, said as he rushed off to
the office recently, a banana in
hand. His preferred fare: soups and
sandwiches from a local deli.
Campbell still controls 72 percent of the nation's $3.1 billion
soup industry, but unit sales have
steadily declined — last year, 2.6
percent. During the same period,
the uncondensed Progresso brand,
owned by The Pillsbury Co., saw
an 18 percent jump in sales,

Information Camden, Conant rejected any
to
according
notion that Campbell's.soup may
Resources Inc.
The company's stock slid from a be part of a bygone era.
"Condensed soup is not that
high of $60 per share in 1998 to a
low of $23.75 last September. It is inconvenient," he said.
Campbell still aims to market its
currently trading around $26.
as a childhood classic. Last
soup
on
stumbles
the
Analysts blame
the company's 1990s tactic of year it resurrected its classic "M'm!
boosting profits by raising prices M'm! Good!" jingle to boost its
without addressing a burgeoning "icon" soups: chicken noodle,
new market for people on the go: tomato and cream of mushroom.
Analysts are encouraged by
pop-top containers, yogurt in a
new management team
Conant's
slices.
butter
tube, peanut
"Some have said the primary and initiatives.
"He's doing all the right things,"
criteria for determining success at a
Mitchell Pinheiro, who watchsaid
product
the
whether
is
company
can be eaten with one hand," said es the company for Janney
Inc. in
Scott
William Leach, analyst for Banc of Montgomery
will
growth
-Clearly,
Philadelphia.
fair
it's
think
"I
Securities.
America
to say Campbell has been pretty be in the ready-to-serve market, but
by no means is condensed going
old-fashioned."
At company headquarters in away."

Shark attacks bring jitters to surfer-popular beach
NEW SMYRNA BEACH, Fla.(AP) —
Nearly 40 petcent of the shark attacks
around the world this year have occurred
along a single stretch of Florida's coastline
that is considered one of the state's best
surfing spots.
"Volusia County is perhaps the shark
attack capital of the world," said Samuel
H. Gruber. a professor of marine biology at
the University of Miami.
Six people were bit by sharks off New
Smyrna Beach over the weekend, raising
to 15 the total of shark attacks along more
than 50 miles of Volusia County's popular
beaches this year, according to University
of Florida shark expert George Burgess.
The Volusia County Beach Patrol said
there have been 17 attacks along the coun-

ty's beaches.
Burgess, director of the International
Shark Attack File in Gainesville, said 29 of
this year's shark attacks have been in the
United States.
Lifeguards on Monday twice cleared a
quarter mile stretch of New Smyrna Beach
for a third day in a row after two shark
sightings.
But surfers, lifeguards and shark
experts were quick to point out that the
shark encounters are nothing new. Surfers
and kayakers regularly see them in the
surf. And last Easter weekend, there were
seven shark attacks here over a two-day
period.
"They're always there. You just have to
be careful and know what's around," said

surfer Leonardo Pedreros, 18.
A combination of murky water, caused
by recent heavy rains pouring or stirring
up silt into the water, and an unusually
crowded beach due to a surfing contest,
may have caused the sharks to mistake
humans for fish.
"When the water is clean, there is no
problem because the sharks can see," said
Dan Jacocks, 44, who kayaks every morning off New Smyrna Beach, about 15 miles
south of Daytona Beach.
New Smyrna Beach and adjoining
Ponce Inlet hold a diverse population of
bait fish that attracts the sharks and may
explain why the area leads the world in
shark attacks, Burgess said.
"It's a smorgasbord of food coming

back and forth," he said.
Jaison Valentin should know. A shark
mistook his left hand for food Saturday
while he was surfing off New Smyrna
Beach. The shark left a 2-inch gash on the
backside of his hand, requiring surgery to
repair torn tendons and ligaments.
"It took a nice big chunk out of my
hand," said Valentin, who said he plans to
return to surfing once his hand is healed. "I
knew to get the hell out of the water."
Another victim, 17-year-old Becky
Chapman underwent surgery at Bert Fish
Hospital but was in good condition
Monday. Hospital spokeswoman Kate
Holcomb said Chapman was to be released
later in the day.
Sharks also have been on the attack this

Cholesterol drugs
cause muscle risk

BREAST AUGMENTATION
DOESN'T HAVE To BE OBVIOUS.
A dvances in breast implant technology have
Amide breast augmentation an increasingly
popular choice among women of all ages who
desire more attractive breasts. Breast implants can
give you immediate, noticeable, figure-enhancing
results - whether you want a new look",or simply
to regain a more youthful breast shape and
appearance.
Dr. Boyd will work closely with you to help you
achieve the look you want,and select the breast
implants best suited to match your body type.
These breast implants are filled with salt water
(saline)similar to the fluid found in our bodies.

lattucant

elegant
gifts from
around
the world

:lurora, KY
Hwy 68 near Kentucky Lake

Open at 5pm

Now you can have the confidence that comes
with knowing you look your very best. Call
today to schedule a consultation.

charbroiled
s.teaks
prime rib
lobster tail
bistro specials

Wed t hr-ri Nun

CIIRISTMAS PARTIES!
You think its too early'? The best nights are filling up already
Your employees will love you if you have your party here I
Call Carol soon She'll fit you in

Russell W. Boyd, M.D.
SURGICAL CONSULTANTS OF PARIS
1004 Cornerstone Drive • Paris • Tennessee

call 270-474-2773

731.644.3211

www brasslanternrestaurant.com

reservation hotline
1-800-474-2770

http://doctor.medscape.com/surgIcal consultants
Board Cert.fied General Surgeon

reservations accepted any night

r---

DARE TO

MIN

MI MN IMO

compare
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MERCURY I Limited Time Offer

Now we
double
dare you.

OFF

For a limited time only,
I get an ADDITIONAL $500 off your best deal
on every 2001 Mercury in stock!
Special Limited-Time Offer. From Aug. 17-Sept. 3. For cash back on a purchase or Red Carpet
Lease, take new retail delivery from dealer stock by 9/3/2001. Residency restrictions apply. I
Limit one per customer. Redeemable at your Mercury Dealer.
I

I

L

N.

m..=

IN= ism.

Cash
Back-

OR

2001 Mercury Sable LS Premium

% Limited-Term
APR Financing-

0.9

Current Grand Marquis Owners Receive An
Additional $500 Owner Loyalty Cash Back"
Log On and print your coupon

$2000

Cash
Back"

OR
Limited-Term
% APR
Financing-

0.9

2001 Mercury Mager

Back"
$2,500 Cash
OR
0.9

LINCOLN

Paying too much

for car insurance?
A.M. Best Private Passenger
Automobile Market Share
by % of Direct Premium

guff rem

mercuryveh IC les co'-

MERCURY

accompany every bottle of the topselling statin Lipitor, explaining the
risk.
Wolfe's petition comes almost
two weeks after one statin, Baycol,
was pulled off the market when the
FDA linked it to 31 U.S. deaths
from a side effect called rhabdomyolysis. That's a rare but life-threatening condition in which muscle
cells are destroyed. In severe cases,
it leads to kidney failure.
Every statin has been linked to
rare reports of a muscle side effect,
and their labels carry that warning.
Wolfe analyzed FDA records to
uncover 772 cases of rhabdomyolysis since 1997 among the six statins
sold in this country. Half — 387
cases — were caused by Baycol
alone, explaining why Bayer pulled
it off the market.
But Wolfe said he found another
385 rhabdomyolysis cases among
users of the other five statins still
sold, including 81 deaths dating
back to 1987, when the first of those
drugs hit the market.
That's still a rare risk, considering 8 million Americans are estimated to use statins. But Wolfe
argues that severe muscle destruction and death are preventable if
patients are aware of the early warning signs.
He urged the FDA to put stronger
wafflings on the statins' labels, to
write every U.S. physician telling
them about the risk, and to mandate
that every patient get a brochure
with each bottle telling them to stop
the pills and call a doctor if they
suffer muscle symptoms.

% Limited-Term
APR Financing-

NOT ALL BUYERS WILL QUALIFY FOR THE LOWEST FORD CREDIT APR. SEE DEALER FOR QUALIFICATION DETAILS. Residency restrictions apply to cash
'Driver and passenger front crash test
cash back for qualified owners or
back Dealer participation may affect savings For rash back or APR, take new retao delivery from dealer stock by 10/8/2001 — S500 additional
lessees of any Grand Marquis Proof of ownership required See dealer for details Take new retail delivery from dealer stock by 10/8/2001

FORD

WASHINGTON (AP) — Nearly
two weeks after a popular cholesterol-lowering drug was pulled off
the market for causing deadly muscle destruction, a consumer group
charged Monday that five similar
medications have killed an additional 81 people.
Public Citizen petitioned the
government to force manufacturers
to give special warning brochures to
the millions of Americans who take
those medicines — statins — telling
them to quit the pills at the first sign
of muscle pain or weakness.
Statins dramatically lower cholesterol and reduce patients' risk of
heart attacks.
"Most people taking these drugs
aren't aware that they could sustain
serious muscle damage and could
even die," said Dr. Sidney Wolfe of
Public Citizen's Health Research
Group.
"Serious muscle and kidney
damage, and potentially death, may
be averted only if the patients taking
statins stop the drugs at the first sign
of muscle pain or weakness," Wolfe
wrote the Food and Drug
Administration Monday.
The FDA disputed Wolfe's death
count, saying its own investigation
last year uncovered just 18 deaths
that could be linked to the five
statins on the U.S. market —
Lipitor, Mevacor, Pravachol, Zocor
and Lescol.
But the agency will consider
Wolfe's request for stiffer warnings.
Pfizer Inc. already has asked the
FDA to approve a brochure written
in layman's language that would

Get affordable coverage from State Farm. See me to find out why
State Farm insures one out of every five cars on the road today.

2001 Mercury Grand Marquis

$2,500

month in the Bahamas, where two
Americans were bitten in the leg. Both are
recovering at a Miami hospital, one after
having his leg amputated.
An 8-year-old boy was attacked by a
bull shark in July in Pensacola, on
Florida's Gulf Coast. Jessie Arbogast's
arm was severed and he lost nearly all his
blood. The arm was reattached but Jessie
remains in a light coma.
Last year, there were 79 shark attacks
worldwide, 51 in the United States, 34 in
Florida and 12 in Volusia County, Burgess
said. Volusia County currently is on pace
to surpass its record for shark attacks (18)
set in 1996.
Surfer Sean Nolan saw one advantage
to the shark attacks.

MERCURY

Parker Ford Lincoln-Mercury
701 Main Street - Murray, KY - 753-5273 - www.parkerford.com

able

here

ININAINAA

Source Best's Rem* Property/Casualty Edrtron .My 1999
0 AM Best Company, 1999 Used by penntssoon

Don Henry, Agent
302 East Main Street
Murray, KY
270/753-9935

STATE FARM

')Icsie Form Mutual Automobile Insurance Company Ind in Nil
Sou? Farm Indemnity Company Nil • Home Offices Bloomington,
INSURANCE

statefarrn.com
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CLASS F EDS

Contact Kathy or Tammy
for more information.
Just Say "Charge It"

VISA

DISPLAY AD RATES

ADJUSTMENTS

LINE AD RATES

$7.00 Column Inch,60% Discount 2nd Run,
40% Discount 3rd Run.

Advertisers are requested to check the first insertion of their
ads for any error. Murray Ledger & Times will be responsible
for only one incorrect insertion. Any error should be reported
immediately so corrections can be made.

$8.00 First Day - 20 words or less
Over 20 words $.50 each
Additional Consecutive Days: $.10 per word per day.

(All 3 Ads Must Run Within 6 Day Period.)

$2.50 per column inch extra for Tuesday (Shopping Guide)

DELICIOUS Home
Grown Tomatoes
Perfect for canning
Call Tidwell Farms
753-9075
Financial Trouble?
Personal, Auto,
Bankrupts? Need help?
Call 1-888-244-6046
FOR lease Hunters Paradise game Refuge Deer.
Turkey, Beaver Coyote.
Rabbit, Quail 270-4892116 If no answer leave
message
GET a Dish Network
Satellite system free
installed free
Requirements are easy,
lust take $21.99 per month
for 1yr & have a valid
credit or debit card Call
Beasley Antenna & Satellite at 759-0901 for more
information
PEACHES &
VEGETABLES,ETC
Copeland Orchards
Mayfield Ky 42066
623-8312
WEEKEND Real Estate 5
week license and class.
Begin 09/06/01. Discount if
register by 08/31/01. CredIV Debit cards welcome.
Member of Murray Chamber. Deloise Adams, ACT
Approval School. 270-7920778.

BIBLE
MESSAGE
75915177
Lost and Found
LOST
Female Collie- sable and
white, and female Cocker
Spaniel mix breed white
with brown head and tail
and brown spot on back.
Both spayed and immunized but not wearing tags.
Wearing blue collars. Last
seen in crossland area on
August 11. If you have
seen them, please call
492-8083.
LOST male yellow Lab
about two months ago
Goes by the name of Henry. Call 759-9215
060
Help Wanted
DRIVERS/ minimum 23
years old +, 1 year experience Heavy East coast
traffic. 29c/ mile. call Pat
270-994-4864

c,PEACHES
Tree-ripened, tasty and nutritious from the Bremer
Orchard of Metropolis. Variety FINALE for the next
10 days and variety ENCORE starting approx. Aug
26 'til Sept. 10. Quality peaches picked fresh
located at the Biondi McClure property 641 North of
Wal-Mart entrance. Look for the YELLOW peach
trailer. Plan to be in Murray most days weather permitting. The Bremer's need your business - your
eating enjoyment will be our top priority.

Help Wanted

KENNEL help 5 to 10
hours a week, perfect for
student 759-4556
OWN a computer?
Put it to work!
up to $25-$75 / hr. PT/FT
888-689-7989
pcworkforme.com
Resort
PART-TIME
Housekeeper needed for
irregular hours. Located 15
east of Murray. Call Susan
270-436-2345.
POSITION available
Persons needed to prepare income tax returns.
Seasonal employment. We
will train. Call 753-9204 or
270-437-4531.
RECEPTIONIST/ Receivable Clerk must be experienced and dependable,
excellent benefits. Resumes to: P.O. Box 328
Murray. KY 42071
RESTAURANT
manager needed.
Sonic Of Murray is now
take applications for
shift managers. Prior
restaurant management
preferred.
experience
Must be able to work
days, nights, & weekends. Pay rate will be dependent on previous
management experience.
Apply in person or send
resume to Sonic Drive-in
217 S. 12th St. Murray,
Ky 42071. No phone
calls please.
SEEKING Mechanic Assistant. Call (270)7590650 or (731)644-2373
(resume if possible).

SONIC Drive-In of Mur
ray is now taking appli
cations for crew mem
bers for all shifts. No
phone calls please. Apply in person at Sonic
Drive-in 217 S. 12th St.
Murray.

Dale Bremer Orchard
of Metropolis
OUP
WW
717
7
1
rn

YOL SHOW US:
•,.verage credit (not perfect)• Steady income history
WE SHOW YOU:
•10OR loan, no money down • Flexible. forgiving program
•Excellent fixed rate - 30 yr.

Global Mortgage Link
Gem Put ken • Pat Butler • Jacquelln Watson
753-7107 • Ill N. 12th St. Suite B

ACCEPTING WORKERS'
Mail Order
This one works!
1-800-429-7902
DRIVER TRAINEES
NEEDED NOW!
Need a great career?
Werner needs entry- level
truck drivers. No experience necessary. Earn
$600 to $900 per week
plus benefits. NO CDL?
NO PROBLEM! CDL training is now available in your
area. 1-800-242-7364.
ACCEPTING applications
for part time receptionist.
Computer, phone, filing,
and people skills required.
Please send resume' to:
Receptionist
PO Box 1040-X,
Murray, Ky 42071

September 9, 2001
Tell your grandparents, and
the world, how great you
think they are, by publishing
your greeting in our special
"Grandparents Day
Greetings" section on

Saturday
September 8,
2001.

060
Kelp Wanted

Help Wanted

Notice

Notice

060

060

060

020

020

GOLF Course
Superintendent
Send resume to:
Benton County Club
PO Box 221
Benton. K 42025
Ann Larry McCully

HIRING ON THE SPOT!!!
18 Wheels In 15 Days
$600-$800 Weekly 1st Year
No Out Of Pocket, if Qualify
No Employment Contracts
260 Immediate Openings
Want Big Bucks $$$
Drive Big Trucks!!!

CALL NOW!!! 800-398-9908

HELP WANTED
Applications are being accepted for the position of full-time custodian. Custodial responsibilities: carpets(vacuumed,spot cleaned,shampooed as needed); floors (swept, mopped,
stripped & waxed as needed); interior glass
cleaned; interior wood & ledges dusted as
needed; general cleaning as needed; restrooms
(cleaned and paper products maintained); and
cleaning around entrances to the buildings;
unlocking and locking the buildings. And similar duties as assigned.
Maintenance responsibilities: replace light
bulbs and ballasts as needed; furniture repair;
door and window repair; replacing HVA /C filters; greasing pumps; painting.
Hours will usually be 8 to 5, Monday through
Friday. Hourly wages will fall between $6.50
and $8.50 depending on experience. Work
requested after regular hours will be handled
with comp. time. Health insurance and retirement will probably be part of a support package. Applicants must be citizens of the United
States or have legal standing to work in the US.
A completed application is required in order to
be considered for the position. Send resume to:
P.O. Box 750, Murray, KY 42071

Office/Clerical
Mail Order Pharmacy position,
individual with computer entry
experience, attention to detail a must.
Mon-Fri 8:00 to 4:30. Fax resume to
270-753-1131 Phone 270-753-1130

Industry Leader Seeking Experienced Manager. .
•Qualified Candidates Must Have The Following I
Characteristics.
1.) Minimum of a Four Year College
Degree in Business or Marketing.
2.) Minimum of Five Years Experience in
a Management Position.
3.) Experience in Sales, Marketing
and/or Client Relations.
4.) Proven Ability to Manage. Motivate
and Organize Others.
5.) Enjoy Working With Numbers.
6.) Experience With a Personal
Computer (Microsoft Word, Excel)
7.) Experience With Use of the Internet.
8.) Dedication to a Task.
9.) Honesty and Loyalty.
10.) Desire to Improve Daily.
If You Possess These Qualities and Wish To
Be Employed by One of The Best Companies
In This Industry. Send Your Resume To:
Henry Kirkwood
P.O. Box 1567
1410 Industrial
Park Road
Paris, TN 38242

Jackson Purchase Medical Center has immediate fulltime positions available for a Physical Therapy
Assistant and an Athletic Trainer. Become a team player in JPMC's Healthcare Sports Medicine Alliance with
Vanderbilt Sports Medicine. Outpatient experience with
orthopedic, industrial and sports populations desirable.
Qualifications to include completion of National Board
Certification and Kentucky Licensure. Excellent
Customer Service skills required. Salary commensurate
with experience. Excellent benefit package. Qualified
applicants send resumes and references to:

Grandparents
Ronald & Shirley Thompson
Michael Garland
Lana & Kevin Russell
Not actual size

Single Space - $8.50 (no more than two children per picture/

Double Space. - $13.50
(MAXIMUM OF 6 LINES)
Send payment, photo, names of grandparents, name of child,
and self-addressed stamped envelope for return of photo to:

Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
BRING IN BY

SEPT. 5(3 P.M.)

Jackson Purchase
Medical Center
Attn: Human Resources Department
1099 Medical Center Circle
Mayfield, Kentucky 42066
(Fax: 270-251-44431
EOE MN/F/D

Each week, our Classified
section features hundreds
of new listings for everything from pre-owned merchandise to real estate
and even employment
opportunities So chances are, no matter what you're looking for, the ClassItieds
are the best place to start your search

The Murray Ledger a Times
(2701753-1916

160
Home Furnishings

140
Help Wanted

Went to Buy

WILL do house, office, and
church cleaning
7531016

190
Farm Equipment
ATTENTION
Farmers
Corn almost ready)Dump
trl for sale. 11 to 1200 bu.
capacity. Call 270-4928892.
Musical
1YR old 5-piece CB Drum
Set. Included: 1 Tom
bass, very nice Yamaha
snare, 1 floor tom. 2 14"
Pearl high hats with stand.
Throne. $200 759-8423 after 4pm.
SELLNER Clarinet and
music stand $80
Call 753-7656
STUDENT band trumpet
Good Shape $150
767-0850
STUDENT clarinet w/
stand. 759-9451
270
Mobile Homes For Sale
16X80 mobile home, 3br,
2 bath Excellent condition.
$19,500. Call 753-7655
leave message.
1973 Capella 2 br, 1 bath
furnished with good A/C
and appliances $1.400
(270)436-6321 afternoons
1993 16x80 Southridge,
3br. 2 bath. vaulted ceilings. 2 porch. Must be
moved. $13.500. 436-5080
FOR sale a 1988 Fair Vista, 14x72 mobile home.
with carport and storage
building on a 6 tenth acre
wooded lot at 1211 Lynn
Lawson Road, Murray, Ky.
Approximately 5.1 miles
northwest of Murray off
Hwy. 121. Priced at
$28,000 or best offer.
For more information
call 270-767-2265
extension 386.

SCAFFLE wagons for
sale 492-8410 or 4354301

Wa

omplete

re
Free Sitter Referral Service

4BR , 2 bth doublewide
w/lot Priced to sell Call
767-0476 after 5 30pm or
leave message

References Available
Experienced Care For Elder/)

1985 Fleetwood 14x56
2br . 1 bath. furnished
$4500 436-5191

.4

Ashley Farley
270-759-8596
372 Tom Taylor Tr.
Murray, KY 42071

100

Mobile Home Lots For Rent

ALL furniture and bedding LOT for rent 492-8488
on sale'
LOT For Rent 753-9866
Carraway Furniture
105 N 3rd
753-1502

ANTIQUES
RN's & LPNs
Old toys, advertising
Henry County Medical
items, antique furniture
Center is seeking regisand primitives.
tered nurses and LPNs.
Available schedules for
We buy 1 or all!
both 8 and 12 hour shifts,
Call 753-3633 ask
Available
positions in
for Larry.
Med/Surg, OB/Nursery, &
GOOD used carpet: Frost
Float Pool. Excellent benefree refrigerator. Good
fits and salary based on
used air conditioners. 753experience.
Interested
4109
candidates should send
150
resume or apply in person.
Articles
Henry County Medical
Foe Sale
Center P.O. Box 1030
Paris, TN 38242
16'X100' green house.
731-644-8472
Redwood truss, special
EXPERIENCED Pressman
greenhouse fiberglass. (alWanted:
so extra fiberglass sheets
$12-$15 per hour. benefor sale)
fits, medical, vacation,
Can be seen at
company matched sav500 N. 4th St. Murray Ky.
ings. Innovative Printing,
or call 270-759-0901
Marc Peebles (270)753after 5pm 731-644-3625.
8802.
22 Cube inch retrigerator,
CARPENTER helper want- side by side, good condied. 753-9372.
tion, almond trim in black
DRIVERS needed: Com- $300. Call 753-8285 after
petitive wages. benefits. 5pm. If no answer leave
Home every weekend. message.
Must have 2 years experi- 23000 BTU, air conditioner
ence, and a clean driving
for sale $100 OBO
record. 270-489-2138
489 2351
FRESH cut Okra
Picklin size $1.00 lb
Frying size 60c lb
Domestic & Childcare
picked daily
753-4120
BABYSITTER
needed
LIKE new 12" Craftsman
Weekdays Monday-Friday
band saw Tilts to full 45
Call 759-0861
COLLEGE mom wants $300 753-0814
MACHINE quilting
Christian sitter for two chil$31 50 reg size
dren in my home
Murray Sewing Center
759-8573
759-8400
GENERAL Housecleaning
STORAGE Buildings built
753-3802
on site Lowest price in
HOUSEKEEPING
area . Call 437-4877
436-2135 or 436-2052
STRAW for sale $2 bale
WILL DO GENERAL
Call 489-2436 if no anHOUSE CLEANING
swer, leave message
Call Linda 759-9553

Manager Wanted

PHYSICAL THERAPY FULL-TIME
JOB OPPORTUNITIES

Sarah & Rachel Thompson

$2.50 extra for Shopper ITues. Classifieds go into Shopping Guidei $2.50 extra for blind box ads.

150
Business
Opportunity

COMMERCIAL Building
500 N 4th St
Call 877-726-4077 for
more information
HOMEWORKERS
Needed.
$635 weekly processing
mail Easy! No experience
needed:
Call 1-888-517-2362
Ext. 4605 24hrs.

CHECK US
OUT ON
THE WEB!
Computers
COMPAQ Computer 40
GIG harddnve, 900 MHZ
10x
DVD.
processor.
8x4x32 CDRW, 128 Meg
Ram. $550. 753-8630
MDM COMPUTERS
A.- Certified Technician
On site service
759.3556
KELLERS
COMPUTER PLACE.
New computers $399
Upgrades & Repairs
Internet Service
On 121S
436-5933.
9a m -7p m
Mon-Sat
Visa' Mastercard

Appliance Parts

APPLIANCE PARTS
Ward Midas
Court Square • Murray

Adidas
For Sale
5 horse power Honda masonry saw new diamond
blade.
•16' trailer 2' dove tail new
6 ply tires and new treated
floor.
'Ladder, rack for full size
pickup
'Toolbox, cover complete
bed
*Airless paint sprayer
Campbell Hausfield
*Stanley Bostich air compressor
*Stanley Bostich roofing
nailers
'Stanley Bostich trim nailer
•Paslode framing nailer
•Two row, hard land corn
planter John Deere
•1 row case corn picker
'Ford sickle mower
.20' aluminum pick board
853-1003 Day
492-8723 Nights

14X60 $260 p mo
12x60 $200 p/mo
753-6012
2BR. 2 bath. private lot.
Furnished. Between Coldwater & Stella. (270)4892116. If no answer leave
message.
FOR RENT OR SALE
3br , 2 bath home 10 minutes to MSU $450 mo +
deposit 270-247-5872
NICE 2br. Mobile home.
No pets. 753-9866

APPX 1.500 sq ft good
heavy traffic
location
Rent monthly or long term
lease
500 N 4th St Murray, Ky
Call for more info
Daytime 1-877-726-4077
after 5pm 901-644-3625
FOR Rent Metal Building,
406 Sunnyberry Circle
Can be used for 2 shops
good condition Se Carlos
Black or call 436-2935
HIGHWAY 641 NorthUniversity Square. heavy
traffic, ample parking, up
to 4,000 sq.ft. Available in
30 days_
753-1492 Century 21
Loretta.

1 & 2br Apartments Kirksey Appliances furnished
Coleman RE 759-4118
1 OR 2br apts near downtown Murray starting at
$200/mo 753-4109
1&2 bedroom Apts
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday. Friday.
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
1BR & Studio apt near
MSU, partial utilities. Coleman RE 759-4118.
1BR apt available all appliances furnished MurCal Realty 753-4444
1BR Apt $225
Small pets okay
Coleman RE
759-4118
2BR:.. very nice furnished
apt. C/H/A. available now
Coleman RE 759-4118_
3BR , 2 full bath duplex
Has new paint, carpet. &
tile Perfect condition Call
753-4342 759-8574
4-5 Bedrooms- 1.5 blocks
to MSU- partial utilities
paid- gas heat- new appliances. 753-1492.
4BR Townhouse
Coleman RE
7594118
4br, Diuguld Drive Coleman RE 759-4118.
GREAT 2br /1 bath duin
plexes/townhouses
Northwood oi Cambridge
Lawncare & appliances
furnished,. No pets
753-2062 Days
437-4833 Nights &
Weekends
HOUSE 3 4 bedroom
1.2.3,
Central air/heat
Apartments furnished near
MSU
753-1252 753-0606
LARGE new 2br OH A
super low utilities appliances, utility room, no pets
quiet S410/mo deposit required Call 753-8828

410
Public Sale

Public Sale

:rd-g-ild7,frEeNiAlltS•4'.7,7: :,

(ABSOLUTE AUCTION)

1

112Appliances

Large Selection

USED
APPLIANCES
Ward-Elkins
On the Square
753-1713
160
Home Furnishings
3 cushion sofa
Light plaid. $300
coonnating solid green
chair/ Ottoman $150
$400 if taken together
759-5851

COUCH loveseat Laz-E
Boy recliner braided rugs,
small to large size 7530814
SOFA- hide-a-bed $75
753-8083

NO MINIMUMS! NO RESERVATIONS!
Saturday, August 25th, At 10:00 A. M.

"Mr. & Mrs. Prentice Duncan"
pa csry Its Cif Man irr-aalr, KY
Near Dexter "Brooks Chapel"
From Murray. Take Hwy 641 North 8 Miles To Hwy 1346 From
Hardin, Take Hwy 641 Or Hwy 1824 South 1 5 Miles To Hwy
1346. Proceed East 1 5 Miles To Brooks Chapel Road, Proceed
South 1 Mile To Bray Lane Signs Posted"

74.878 ACRES
In 6 Tracts & Combinations
North Contra/ Calloway County
Tracts From 6 Acres To 33 Acres
NICE MINI TRACT HOME SITES!!
w•
gligilli,'
_

i.i.i.
ALL
ACTS HAVE PAVED INIAD FRONTAGE!!
Fronting Brooks Chapel Rd & Bray Lane
Woods - Fields - Country Settings
Rolling Terrain - Outstanding Hunting!!!
15% Down With A Minimum Deposit Of
*3,000.00 Per Tract, Balance In 30 Days!

JAMES R. CASH

:E. AUCTIONEER & REAL ESTATE BROKER
,
• FANCY
FARM. KY- 270-623-8466 "C
nC
R

^

j
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Apartments For Rent
1BR efficiency (2 room)
walk to MSU partial utilities
paid $285 753-1492
1BR like new, appliances
Coleman RE 759-4118
apt
1BR
furnished
$225/mo -4- deposit No
pets 121 N next to Fairgrounds 753-3139
2BR brick duplex new apWD hookup,
pliances
Central heat & air, storage
shed Quite area
436-5685
2BR 2 bath W&D hookup 1 block from MSU
$395 p/month plus deposit Reference required
753-3949 or 759-3050 after 6pm
2BR, Near MSU New carpet. paint & wallpaper.
Cl-l/A. $300. Also 2br,
S250 Coleman RE.
759-4118
28R. Duplex. C/HA, stove
& refrigerator. 753-8067
No pets
2BR.. townhouse Brick.
C/H/A. all appliances
Clan, nice Northwood
Dr lyr lease No pets.
753-3153
7537900.

NICE & clean 2 bedroom
refrigerator stove new
washer & dryer carport
storage sled No pets
Rent & deposit $400 Call
753-7920
NICE 2br frame house 1
mile east of Murray Washer/Dryer, stove refrigerator $400 p/month plus deposit 753-0089
NICE 3br. 1 bath, W/D
hookup, dishwasher 2
blocks from MSU $550
p/month plus deposit Reference required 753-3949
or 759-3050 after 6pm
SMALL 2br. in Panorama
$225. p/month plus deposit. 753-9826.
360
Storage Rentals

Neon Beach
Mini-Storage
All Size Units
Available

753-3853

FORREST VIEW
APARTMENTS
1213 N. 16th St.• Murra)

Accepting applications.
I & 2 bedroom townhouses.
central heat & air.
Basic Rent starting at $315.(10
Office Hours: 10 a.m.-2 p.m. Mon.-Fri.

Call (270) 753-1970
TDD 1-800-545-1833 ENI. 283
320
Apartments For Rent

CI

1.\...

Storage Rentals

RED OAKS APTS.
Special
$100 Deposit
1BR From S280
2BR From $325
Call Today!
753-8668.
Southside Manor Apts
1. 2 & 3br apts
Section 8 housing
753-8221
EHO
340
Houses For Rent
1BR. 1 1 ,2 bath in country
Private drive & yard 1
year lease required.
489-2394 or 762-5274
2 - 4br Houses
Near downtown
753-4109
2 2br homes for rent
Call Olive Branch Realty
767-9900 for details
2BR. lease & deposit required No pets Call after
4.00 753-0728
2BR near MSU. S350/mo,
with stove. refrig w&d,
ceiling fans Lease,deposit. references, no pets
753-1059
2BR . 1 1 2 bath 2 miles
from town, Water furnished
stove/refrigerator
S275
deposit 753-1059
References required No
pets
3-4 bedroom, sunroorn;livingroom. large kitchen/dining, 2.5 bath, utility with
washe & dryer. new cen
tral
heating
&
air
S560 month & deposit
753-1378
3BR
1 bath
central
heatair washer dryer, carport major appliance included 504 S 8th St
994-1898
3BR 2 bath in county
$500 mo plus deposit
489-2296
A five bedroom house with
two baths at 108 North
7th 759-4730
AURORA Duplex. 2br up
S495 pima 1br down $175
-Ono includes utilities.
1-800-531-2246.
LARGE 2br. 2 bath, appliances, WID microwave
furnished, large deck, ingarage
side
S600
p/month $600 deposit.
753-7953
THREE bedroom/ one
bath Located five miles
east of Murray. S375 per
month plus security/ cleaning deposit. Rental application and on-going thirty
(30) day contract required.
No inside pets
Call r270)489-2506 eve-inqs

CREEKVIEW STORAGE$20-540 On Center Drive
Behind Tom's Grille
759-4081
LAKE Side Rental
New New New 22 units
11x21x12' H
11x42x12'H with plug in's
& lights
Ideal for small contractors
and boat storage, more
storage for your money.
Ph 559-8487 753-0039
NORTHWOOD
storage
presently has units available 753-2905 or 7537536
PREMIER MINISTORAGE
*Inside climate control
storage
*Security alarmed
*Safe & clean
•We sell boxesl
•We rent U-Hauls
*Heated Boat &
RV Storage
753-9600

Used Cars

12 acres 10 minutes
Murray
Southeast of
$14,950 Easy terms
753-9302

1999 VW Jetta GLS Sunroof, 6-disc changer, power locks power windows.
keyless entry, alarm, 5
miles
speed, 40,xxx
$14,750 753-3911 after
5pm

460
Farms For Sete
25 acres 50r., 2 batr
house Needs work Nice
120x60 barn Lynnville
area $49900 firm 731247-3068
460
Homes For Sale
3BR , 2 bath, brick ranch
n Sherwood
Forrest
C/H/A, gas & electric,
wood floors, deck Approx,
7 acre landscaped yard w/
shed & garden, call after
5pm 753-3076

AKC reg female Miniature
Pinscher $250 OBO
753-4545
DOG Obedience
Master Trainer
436-2858

TIMOTHY &
Orchard
grass hay for sale S2.00 a
bale. also 4500 tobacco
sticks 15C each 489-8006
Beal Estate
HALEY Professional
Appraising
270-759-4218
For What It's Worth

Lots For Sale
(2) 3/4 acre lots 7 miles
North, Murray 753-1967
3 lots
12x50 bid water, septic 1
block from boat ramp.
$10.500. OBO 759-5945
436-6320
LOTS for sale Starling at
$11,000 Price includes
water. septic & driveway.
Also land home packages
270-437-4838

89
OB

:SOLD

1,100

Auto dealer will arrange financing
even if you have been turned down
before Loans available for bankrupt,
bad credit, no credit No co-signers
necessary.
Call Ruthie
1-800-618-1910
24 Hours 1-800-953-2050

97 Yamaha Kodak, 4x4 HiLow range winch
759-1519

CHECK US
OUT ON
THE WEB!

jenna wil3 relieved when she
f7,,und a roommate iv the

Ledger a Times
Classifieds

Used Cars

270-753-1916

1987 Nissan Pulsar NX,
automatic, A/C, radio, P/S,
T-top, Good condition,
needs tires, 121K. $2.175
Call 436-5610.

Services Offered

1992 Mercury Topaz 1
owner, 113,xxx miles
Sharp $1995 753-9751.
1993 Acura Vigor. 5
speed.
leather.
CD
player/Changer. sunroof,
loaded. 126,xxx, $5,500.
OBO 759-0513
1994 Oldsmobile Cutlass
Supreme SI, leather interior, extra nice, $4,950
OBO 753-4545
1994 Pontiac Sunbird. Excellent condition. 7620394.
1995 Eagle Talon ESI. 5
speed. 110,000 miles.
$5,200 OBO 759-3010.
1998 Mazda 626 ES, V-6,
white, gray leather interior.
49,xxx miles. loaded. Must
sell $12,500. OBO 7533370.
99 Grand Am Remote entry & start Red, 54.000
miles 100,000 extended
warranty
Asking
$9800 00 Can be seen at
Dollar-A-Day. Lone oak
FOR SALE
Silver 1996 Plymouth
Breeze, 4dr,
good condition
Over 100,000 miles
If interested in buying call
759-9215

BUILDING FOR LEASE
University Plaza • 1203 Chestnut St.
(Old Dennison-Hunt location)

ALL Carpentry,
Electrical.
Home building, additions
remodeling Rotten floors,
sagging roofs Home &
Mobile repair, vinyl siding
References Call Larry
Nimmo
753-9372, 753-0353

AUTO LOANS

A five bedroom, two bath
house near downtown at
108 N 7th Can be used
as business $69,000 Call
759-4730
Vans
ADORABLE 3br., 2 bath.
Over 2500 sq.ft. in a desir- 95 Mercury Villager van
able neighborhood in
clean, 7 passenger, power
Murray $137,500.
WI, good tires, tinted winCall Campbell Realty
dows $5500
759-8780.
(270)436-5496
CHARMING 5yr old 5br.,
21/2 bath, on wooded lot.
Priced $10,000 under appraisal at $145,900. Call
1988 Ranger, 117,xxx
753-6098 after 5.30pm.
1-tANuYMAN Special. 5br.. miles. Must sell $1,500
2 bath, double garage. OBO 759-5410
$15,000 Lynnville area.
68 Ford $575
731-247-3068.
759-8645
96
Dodge
Ram. H-A
EXCEPTIONAL 2br. den,
FM/AM cassette_ Excellent
large fenced backyard,
condition. With topper
double carport w/storage.
767-9332.
In a good neighborhood in
97 Dodge 3/4 ton diesel.
city. 753-5114. 759-8200.
Excellent condition, 71,xxx
EXCEPTIONAL 3br. 2
miles. $18,500. 498-8006.
bath. red brick, double lot, 98 Dodge 150. Quad. 4x4,
town edge. Call 753-4109. leather interior, loaded.
FOR Sale by Owner
miles. Asking
74.000
3br, 2 bath, C/H/A. gas $14,500 Must sell Call
heat 2000+ sq. ft. including 270-382-2528.
2 car garage, vinyl siding. FISH & Hunt? '88 Chevy
80's 270-767-9369
Tahoe 4x4 Loaded Runs
GOTTA SEE THIS ONE! great Looks sharp RePriced like a fixer upper, duced to $4,995 436-5035
but everything new and
PRICE REDUCED
ready to move into 2br, 1
FOR QUICK SALE
bath, carport, utility room 1992 Ford F-150 Flare
$39,900
side White, short wheel
435-4632 or 559-8510
based, V-8, 5 speed Extra
NICE 3br, 1 bath home nice. 519-2034 days, 492with C/H/A, large fenced-in 8219 nights after 6
yard, new carpet and
many updates Upper 60's
Boats & Motors
1633 Hamilton 753-7093
VERY nice 2br house
Close to campus. 408 N. 14' Jon boat. motor, and
5th. 1 week only before re- railer. New trolling motor
altors get it! 270-898-8564 and battery. $875.
759-8645.
470
Motorcycles & Arts

A five bedroom, two bath
house at 108 N 7th. Zoned for business or office
$69,000. Call 759-4730

Pets & Supplies

Services Offered

Acreage

WE SERVICE
All Major Appliances
and Most Major Brands

Ward-Elkins

A affordable hauling, junk
clean up, tree work, gutter
cleaning. 436-2867.
A time to take care of your
home_ Affordable work
done to perfection building, remodeling, additions.
porches. decks, roofing,
siding, concrete, fences,
furniture design, and restoration. Free Estimates.
753-4380.
A-1 Tree Service
Stump Removal
492-8737
437-3044
Free Estimates
AAA CUSTOM BUILT
Decks, Home Additions,
Remodeling, Vinyl Siding,
Garages. Carports. Pole
Barns, Metal Buildings,
Fencing. Hardwood Floors
Installed & Finished. Quality Workmanship. Affordable Rates. Licensed.
753-7860_ 753-9308.
AHART & Culver
Septic Installation
Also top soil and gravel
437-4838 or (270)5594986
ALL Carpentry Service
From Foundation to
Finish.
18Yrs experience.
New Construction*
Remodeling. Repairs.
Concrete Work.
AGC Certified.
435-4272.
Asphalt SEALCOATING
Call Ronnie Geunn
-The Asphalt Doctor"
'Compare our work
*Compare our prices
*References furnished
*Workmanship & Material
Guarantee
*Fully Insured
*Free Estimates
270-759-1953
Asphalt Seal Coating
Travis Asphalt Sealing
•Driveways
*Parking lots
FREE ESTIMATES
753-2279
SUREWAY
TREE SERVICE
Stump Removal
Insured with full line of
equipment
Free estimates
753-5484

*Carpets 'Furniture
*Emergency water
removal
'Free Estimates
•Wrinkle Repair
*Quick Drying

BY JACQUELINE BIGAR
HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Wednesday.
Aug. 22. 2001:
Your strength with details wins you
many friends and business opportunities.
You don't forget to make important calls.
Others seek you out for your opinions
and feedback. You often find people to
be unusually assertive. Your gentle
nature is expressed when you're with
fnends. If you are single, a fnendstup
could develop into a lot more. Let it happen. You can have what you want. If you
are attached, you'll find your sweetie
expressive and willing to be 100 percent
there for you. Extend him the same courtesy. LIBRA helps you make money.
The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll
4-Positive,
Have
5-Dynamic,
3-Average 2-So-so, 1 -Difficult
ARIES (March 21-April 19)
***** Your fiery energy directs
you. Unusual results stem from your fast
thinking. Emphasize work in the next
few months. Self-expression and canng
come from others. Tonight: Accept an
invitation.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
**** Someone spurs you on to
action. Use your business strengths to
firm up a money agreement. Be creative
with work and allow others to give you
feedback. You might be startled by
another's point of view. Understand that
your energy is not endless. Take your
vitamins Tonight Allow more distractions.
GEMINI(May 21-June 201
***** Maintain an open-door policy with those around you. What someone
else sees as a problem, you don't.
Commiserate, but also help this person
see other perspectives. A surprise message recharges your energy and leads you
to revise your plans. Your spontaneous
response is right on. Tonight: Pretend it's
Friday night.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
**** Take a brisk walk this morning
if you can. You clear out your thoughts
and invigorate both your mind and body.
Your ability to communicate comes forward. Venus in your sign adds to your
magnetism. It is haid for others to say no
to you. Tonight: How 'bout a family
night?
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
***** Don't stand on ceremony
with others. Has someone you care about
not returned your call? Pick up the phone
and dial. Another's reception delights
you. Indulge a loved one as only you can.
Tonight: Happiness surrounds you Leos.

if you choose to be vulnerable.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** Your precision strengthens your
financial picture. (Others can deal with
vagueness, but you certainly have a proh
lem with it.) Your need for details creates
the strength and dynamics to excel.
Perhaps you could be a business partner
with an idea person. Tonight: Indulge a
fin end
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
***** Put your best foot forward at
work or at home. You accomplish an
enormous amount in a little time. Accept
another's praise. You deserve the
acknowledgment. Still, you might want
to keep a secret just that for now. Rest
assured that others will find out soon
enough. Tonight Celebrate good news.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 211
*** What is clear to you might not be
to another, especially around a financial
decision. You don't need to get another's
permission or even opinion It is time to
establish your presence at an important
meeting. Tonight: Plan a getaway.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
***** You might not question what
you are doing, yet you bowl over others
with your energy and precision. No one
gets a job done like you when you're on
a tear. Unpredictable reactions allow you
to flex in another direction. Focus on
your public image. Tonight: Let another
make the first move.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
**** Your take-charge attitude
forces others to step back, allowing you
to lead. Understand your competitive
streak. Might it stem from some anger,
especially' with a parent? You always
outthink others with resources and information, but you also work hard. Tonight:
Allow someone to distract you.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
***** Reach out for someone at a
distance. It is your nature to want more
information. Be a star at a meeting.
Willingly seek out responsibility. Coworkers and bosses follow your ideas
and feel comfortable with your leadership. Deal with someone, but be sure you
do it one-on-one. Tonight. Check out a
travel brochure.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
*** By now, you are used to another's
assertive approach, which borders on
aggressive. Deal with this person in a
manner that you find successful. Allow
time for an intense discussion. Others
will speak their minds more frequently.
Tonight: Steam up your love life
BORN TODAY
Gen Norman Schwarzkopf (1934),
author Ray Bradbury (1920), Backstreet
Boy Howie Dorough (1973)

Thai's Corner
Restaurant

753-5827.
MOVING_
Lamb Brothers
Cross Country Or Local
Licensed & Insured Call
Luke Lamb At
1-800-611-6854
270-753-2555
ROOF LEAKING?
Call a professional
Residential, Commercial
or Industrial.
270-435-4645

The Authentic Thai Food In Town.
Original Thai food with quality and fabulous taste.
Thai food festival with all you can eat buffet Wed. & Sun.
Lunch $5.95 and Dinner $6.95
Now Serving Alcohol with some free snack with an order.
We also have Thai Beer.
So, please come and try us at Olympic Plaza, next to Gold Rush
Open 7 Days A Week • 270-753-3328

Eddie Langston
Owner

Now scheduling fall
work. Immediate openings
for interior/exterior painting.

On The Square • Murray
(270) 753-1713
PAINTER
Will paint inside and outside $40 to $50 a room.
492-6278

WE BUY
• Aluminum • Cans
• Brass • Copper

Please call Paul for
free estimate at

270-759-4979

110
4 Pv.*
17
SERVICE
DIRECTORY
VEL77-71,13 ther,s
=Moving
Cross Country Or Local
Licensed & Insured
1-800-611-6854 • 1-270-753-2555

906 N. 17th Street• Mayfield, KY •(270)247-1220
510 S. 4th Street• Murray, KY•(270)767-9295

Roofing Metal
We

now manufacture. Buy direct.
Order before 11 a.m. &
pick up same day.

5,000+ sq. ft. of 29 & 26 gauge

in stock.
#1 & #2 available in most colors

Call Metal Mall
1-800-909-9064 • 270-247-8844

David's Home Improvement
•Replace rotten or water damaged floors
•Install braces & floor joists under houses for
sagging or weak floors
•Replace or repair water and drain lines.
•Install moisture barriers.
Plus...all other home improvements.

David's Cleaning
Services
"We Specialize in

Clealling '•

*Vinyl Siding & Fencing *Mobile Homes
*Brick 'All External Cleaning

'Acid Cleaning Available
.\\I e Hot Water 'Parking Lots & DrivO\
Da% id Borders

Phone (270) 759-4734

-;-r-- --Lamb Brothers
Tree Service
270-436-2269
1-800-821-6907
LICENSED & INSURED Free Estimates
24 Hr Serutee

Owner & Operator
*Luke Lamb*

Do You Need Furniture and Bedding?

Immediate Occupancy

Wiggins Furniture

Call Eddie Hunt 270-753-9325
for additional information.

LEE'S
CARPET
CLEANING

Horoscopes

M & T Painting

8600 sq. ft. will divide to lessee specifications
Space available: 2500 to 6000 sq. ft. also 2600 sq. fit
warehouse space.

Excellent location for retail or office space.
Short or long term lease.
6-7-8 dollar per sq. ft.

BACKHOE & TRUCKING
ROY HILL.
Septic system, gravel
white rock
436-2113
BODY Wash
Under new management,
Jerry Starks
15yrs experience Handwash starting at $1500
Wash & wax $35 00 and
up Ph 753-0548
BURL'S Wrecker Service
24 hours, Fast Service
400 N 4th St
270-759-2295
CARPORTS Starting at
$675. installed. Roy Hill
(270)436-2113.
COMPLETE LAWN CARE
OF MURRAY
Friday Openings Available
'Lawn mowing,
*Landscaping,
•Bed mulching
Residental-Commerical
Free Estimates -Insured
270-759-4762
270-753-6772
CPS Drywall Finishing
436-2052
DECKS, Roofing, Vinyl
Siding. Quality Work. Free
Estimates. Over 25 Years
Experience. Gerald Walters. 753-2592.
DOES your car need
paint? We'll paint your car
or truck back to original
color for only $500. Call
759-0100 for details.
FENCING
Midway Fence. All types.
Complete services.
Reasonable prices.
Free Estimate Insured.
Dickie Farley. 759-1519.
FUTRELL'S Tree Service
Trimming, removal, stump
yinding, firewood. Insurtd. 489-2839.
INDOOR
wallpaper & painting
Experience & reasonable
rates 759-3010
ASPHALT contractor
Mitchell Brother Paving
Specializing in:
'Driveways,'Parking lots,
•Subdivision paving, *Seal
coating, 'Stripping,
*Chip & seal.
Fully insured,
Locally owned & operated
Over 30yrs experience
759-0501
753-1537.

A Bigger Selection -A Better Price?
Before You Buy'
Be Sure To Shop

2 miles North of Murray on 641 4-Lane
(across from Memorial Gardens)
Open Mon.-Fri. 9-5 • Sat. 9-4
Cash. lima. Mastercard. also 12-24-36 month financing

Free Delivery - 270-753-4566
Wiggins Furniture Since 1958
Where Quality Doesn't Carry A High Price

David Gallimore, Owner
Free Estimates
901-247-5422

Tree Trimming
Cleanup Sereirc

Hedge Trimming Full Line of

ta'tai
Removal

EquiP''"t
Paul Lamb

To Advertise Your Business Call
Kathy or Tammy at 753-1916
To Get More Information.

2x2 - $250 • 2x4 - $500
4 Weeks & 4 Shoppers

VISA

DR. GOTT
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.

DEAR ABBY

DR. GOTT

DEAR DR. GOTT: My 4-year-old
loves bubble gum. However, she often
forgets and swallows it. Is this harmful?
DEAR READER: Being indigestible,
bubble gum can cause intestinal
obstruction. Therefore, swallowing the
gum can be harmful. I believe that
chewing gum ought to be reserved for
older children and adults. In my opinion, bubble gum (and other similar substances) ought to be kept away from
young children who might be tempted
to swallow this material.
DEAR DR. GOTT: A few years ago,
my husband was prescribed Lopressor
for angfha. He retired five years ago,
has had no pain, but the doctor wants
to keep him on the medicine. My husband is always cold and has little energy. What are his choices?
DEAR READER: Angina is heart
muscle cramps caused by poor oxygen
supply. It is helped by a variety of
drugs, notably nitroglycerine. Betablockers, such as Lopressor (metapro101), are sometimes prescribed to
reduce cardiac work; when the blood
pressure is lowered, the beating heart
need not contract as forcefully.
Consequently, it works less hard and
the symptoms of angina are less pronounced. However, lassitude and a
feeling of being cold are common side
effects of Lopressor.
To confuse matters further, these
symptoms are also associated with
angina. Therefore, I do not know
whether your husband is experiencing
side effects from his disease — or from

en glaucoma and cause nausea,
depression, brain disorders (involuntary movements and confusion), peptic
ulcer, heart irregularities, urinary
retention and other serious side
effects.
Check out this medication thoroughly with your physician before continuing it.
DEAR DR. GOTT: I take medicine
for congestive heart failure and high
blood pressure. I was recently told that
I have a stress fracture in my foot, but
can take only Tylenol for pain, because
of bad kidneys. This doesn't do the
trick. Any suggestions?
DEAR READER: I'm concerned
about the implausibility that someone
with heart failure could exercise to the
point where a stress fracture could
occur. Therefore, I suspect that you
may have osteoporosis, brittle and calcium-deficient bones. This should be
investigated with a bone density test
and, if present, treated with
calcium/vitamin D supplements and
medication.
Meanwhile, consider using over-thecounter ibuprofen for your pain. This
drug should not harm your kidneys.
Also, see an orthopedic specialist for
further advice about the fracture.
DEAR DR. GOTT: Can emptying
washing machine water into a vegetable garden for irrigation be injurious
to health if the produce is later eaten?
DEAR READER: Washing machine
water contains many compounds, such
as the soil in the washed fabrics, detergents, phosphates and so forth. Some
of these chemicals may retard plant
growth. However, if you can get your
garden to grow despite a diet of dirty
water, the produce should be safe to
eat. But wash it thoroughly first and
run it through the spin cycle. (Just kidding.)

the medication. His doctor should be
able to figure this out, and that's where
your spouse should seek help.
Evidently, the Lopressor is preventing angina, inasmuch as your husband
is pain-free. Nevertheless, he may need
an adjustment in his dose of medicine.
Or, as an alternative, his physician may
choose to use another drug, such as
nitroglycerine, in place of the betablocker. This is the sort of therapeutic
decision best made by the patient and
the doctor working together.
DEAR DR. GOTT: My doctor put me
on Sinamet. What is this for?
DEAR READER: Ask him. I advise
readers not to take any medicine
unless they know the reason for it, the
drug's side effects and its potential
dangers.
Sinamet is ordinarily prescribed for
treating the tremors of Parkinson's disease. It is a good product but can wors-
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DEAR ABBY: My sister's pool
parties (hot tub included) traditionally resulted in discarded bathing
suits. Guests who were uninhibited
frolicked in the waves. Those who
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West had a sure trump trick as well
as a potential club winner.
Declarer would have gone
down had he simply tried to cash
his diamonds at this juncture in an
effort to discard two clubs from
dummy. This very reasonable line
of play would have succeeded had
West held more than two diamonds,
but would have failed on the actual
lie of the cards.
However,South was notinclined
to rely only on this one possibility.
He decided to mask his actual diamond holding so that he'd have a
chance for the slam even if West
had only two diamonds.
Accordingly, at trick four he
led a spade to the king, returned a
diamond and "finessed" the queen,
trying to sell West the idea that
East had the king. South then
cashed the ace of diamonds and
continued with the jack.
If West had ruffed and played
the queen of clubs, it would have
been the end of the line for South.
But declarer's diamond plays had
convinced West that East had the
king ofdiamonds,so he discarded a
club, and so did dummy.
West's discard proved fatal
when South now produced the king
of diamonds and disposed of
dummy's last club. West ruffed,
but South's club loser was gone.
It is easy to blame West for the
outcome, but the fact remains that
South should get full credit for
luring West down the garden path
to disaster.

You wouldn't think that the
order in which declarer played his
diamonds would make a difference in the outcome of this deal.
But by going to great lengths to
disguise his actual holding in the
suit, South managed to confuse
the issue and made the slam as a
result.
West led the king of clubs.
Declarer won with the ace and
cashed the A-K of trumps, East
showing out on the king. This
unlucky development placed the
slam in obvious jeopardy, since
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Five years ago: President Clinton signed the Health Insurance
Portability and Accountability Act
of 1996, aimed at making health insurance easier to obtain and keep.
One year ago: Rescue efforts to
reach the sunken Russian nuclear
submarine Kursk ended with divers
announcing none of the 118 sailors
had survived.
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Today is Tuesday, Aug. 21, the
233rd day of 2001. There are 132
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Aug. 21, 1959, President
Eisenhower signed an executive order proclaiming Hawaii the 50th
state of the union.
On this date:
In 1680, Pueblo Indians took
possession of Santa Fe, N.M., after
driving out the Spanish.
In 1831, former slave Nat
Turner led a violent insurrection in
Virginia.(He was later executed.)
In 1858, the famous debates between senatorial contenders Abraham Lincoln and Stephen Douglas
began.
In 1878. the American Bar Association was founded in Saratoga,
N.Y.
In 1940, exiled Communist
revolutionary Leon Trotsky died in
Mexico City from wounds inflicted
by an assassin.
In 1983, the musical play "La
Cage Aux Folles" opened on
Broadway.
In 1986, more than 1,700 people
died when toxic gas erupted from a
volcanic lake in the West African
nation of Cameroon.
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TODAY IN HISTORY
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Ten years ago
County reached a grand total of
The 1991 Tiger yearbook of nearly $81 million, according to reMurray High School was dedicated ports by Bank of Murray, and Peoto Mary Ann Russell, teacher of ples Bank and its affiliates.
Births reported include a boy to
English at the school.
J.T. Tidwell, World War II mem- Mr. and Mrs. Lynn Robinson, Aug.
ber of BAR, gunner with 5307th In- 9, a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Michael
fantry in Burma in 1944, just this Delmar Collier and a boy to Mr.
week received in the mail a Bronze and Mrs. Harry Allison, Aug. 14.
Forty years ago
Star, the 10th highest award given
Th,! Murray Water and Sewer
by the nation's military for "meritoSystem will increase the rates for
rious service" in combat duty.
Melodie Jones of Murray Police sewerage on the first meter reading
Department presented a program on after Sept. 11 of this year. Published
"Seat Belts and Safe Driving" at a is an ordinance by the Murray City
meeting of the Murray Civitan Council showing the increased sewerage rates and setting forth other
Club.
policies of the Murray Water &
Twenty years ago
TIKI-MAST Inc. was the benefi- Sewer System.
Army Pvt. Billy J. Jones, son of
ciary of over $4,000 raised by Murray-Calloway County Hospital Ex- Mr. and Mrs. Lowell of Kirksey, asplorer Post 803 during its recent signed to 506th Infantry at Fort
drive, according to Mike Garland, Campbell, participated with other
TIKI-MAST chairman.
personnel from the 101st Division
Lynn Hewitt of Murray has been in Exercise Swift-Strike conducted
named program director of the Cal- in North Carolina and South
Caroloway County Public Library, ac- lina.
cording to Margaret Trevathan, liFifty years ago
brarian.
Calloway County Schools will
Ben Hogancamp, vice president open Aug. 23 with all school buses
of Lassiter Plastering Co., Murray, making
their regular routes, accordwas elected chairman of Southeast ing to Supt. Buron Jeffrey.
School
Conference of Association of Wall speakers will be Owen
Billington at
& Ceiling Industries Inc.
Almo, Guy Lovins at Faxon, M.O.
Thirty years ago
Wrather at Hazel, Buford Hurt at
Paul Fleming, president of MurKirksey, John E. Robinson at Lynn
ray-Calloway County Jaycees, said Grove and Eltis
Henson at New
the Jaycees have made arrange- Concord.
ments to bring a professional rodeo
Births reported include a boy to
here Sept. 17 and 18 at the Callo- Mr. and Mrs. H.W.
Wilson and a
way County Jaycee Fairgrounds on
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Boggess,
Highway 121 North.
Aug. 17.
The combined assets of the
banking institutions of Calloway

were shy frolicked, too — but with
less exposure. The swimming usually started after dinner, after the
barbecue, after sundown. When the
first suit came off, those who were
uncomfortable with the turn of
events — including our parents —
would call it a day. No one ever
complained.
Unfortunately, my fiance is too
shy, so I don't get to do what comes
naturally anymore. Sign me ...
ALL DRESSED UP,
NOWHERE TO GO
DEAR ALL DRESSED: DifferDEAR BASHFUL: You're
right. For some people, it's a ent strokes for different folks!
moral issue; with others, it's
DEAR ABBY: I am a 15-yearsimply insecurity about how old reader who usually disagrees
they look. Also, a sizable num- with your answers because I am a
ber of people would rather lifelong conservative.
leave to their imaginations that
After reading the letters in your
which they would prefer not to column from "Sleep-Deprived in
view in the light of harsh reali- Schenectady"(who complained
ty. Read on:
about the noisy upstairs neighbors'
love-making) and "Doin' What
DEAR ABBY: I was shocked and Comes Naturally" about the naked
disappointed by your position hot tub parties, I discussed them
regarding the "straightlaced" hot with my family. We have a practitub neighbors who didn't want to cal solution for "Sleep-Deprived":
soak in the nude with the neighbors. Buy a fan to cover the noise, then
What is this world coming to when a send the couple from upstairs to
person of your stature condones the hot tub party!
nude hot-tubbing with neighbors?
CONSERVATIVE TEEN
Enjoying the "therapeutic benefits"
DEAR TEEN: I'm pleased
of soaking together in the nude — that your conservatism hasn't
unless it's husband and wife alone curtailed your "liberal" sense of
— is a new low in moral behavior.
humor. You are a wit.
HORRIFIED IN HARRISBURG

IRA 1

I SURE HOPE
JUST REMEMBER,
THEY LIKE OUR
TI4EY
er NEED US 2
SALES
PRESENTATION'
MORE THAN ?,
WE NEED
THEM

LOOKING BACK

DEAR ABBY: While I don't disagree with your response to "Doin'
What Comes Naturally," whose new
neighbors objected to group nudity
in their hot tub, the hostess could
have handled the situation with
more sensitivity.
Reading between the lines, I suspect that the hot tub dress/undress
issues were raised for the first time
at the gathering, which put the
newcomers on the spot. Good hosts
should never do that to their guests.
When the invitation was extended
the hostess should have said,"By the
way ..." and explained the situation.
That way, the new neighbors could
have expressed their discomfort privately, and the problem could have
been avoided by keeping the hot tub
covered on that ocesgion.
In my experience, people who are
uncomfortable displaying their bodies in public are also uncomfortable
with others being exposed.
BASHFUL IN ORADELL,N.J.

DEAR HORRIFIED: It's neither new nor necessarily low. I
have never condemned nudity
— as long as it's on the up-andup. And while I might hesitate
to grin and bare it (all), scores
of wholesome people from many
cultures enjoy the naturalist
way of life. Read on:
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ABC gets first
interview with
Rep. Gary Condit
low ABC News correspondent
NEW YORK (AP) — Embattled
California Rep. Gary Condit will Diane Sawyer were also reportedly
give his first television interview on seeking it.
Condit's political consultant,
the Chandra Levy case to ABC
News correspondent Connie Chung. Richie Ross, did not immediately
Chung won a furious behind-the- return a telephone call seeking comscenes competition for the interview, ment.
Up until Monday, CBS News had
considered the biggest "get" in television news since her ABC col- high hopes that Condit would speak
league Barbara Walters interviewed to "60 Minutes," where it likely
would have been assigned to Ed
Monica Lewinsky.
Bradley.
The interview will be taped for
NBC News' Stone Phillips also
air Thursday night, according to
Condit aide, Michael Dayton. was seeking the interview. But
Chung will talk to him from Condit was considered unlikely to
speak to that network because it
Condit's district in Modesto, Calif.
Condit has been in virtual seclu- devoted more time to the Levy dission as stories swirled about his appearance than its rivals.
At the same time, CBS was conromantic relationship with the missing intern. Police have said the 53- sidered to have a strong chance
year-old married congressman is not because anchorman Dan Rather
a suspect in Levy's disappearance resisted the story on the "CBS
and that there's no proof a crime was Evening News." Rather didn't do a
story on the matter until July 18.
committed.
Chung was chosen for the inte?- Levy's been missing since May 1.
Condit has been planning his
view even though Walters and felMIKHAIL METZEIJAP Photu

IN REMEMBRANCE ... Soldiers carry a wreath to the graves of Dmitry Komar, Vladimir Usov and Ilya Krichevsky in Moscow,
Tuesday, Aug. 21, 2001. About 100 people visited the graves of the three men, who were killed while facing down the hardline coup that crippled the Soviet Union 10 years ago, at a Moscow cemetery to mark the anniversary. The end of the USSR
brought new freedoms and a burgeoning consumer culture, but also plunged countless people into poverty and insecurity.

Amphitheater discussed at parks meeting
approved the colors for the depot
By BRANDI WILLIAMS
restoration. After further research,
Staff Writer
Two members of the Murray the group discovered the original
Rotary Club attended a meeting of paints used on the depot were
the Murray/Calloway County Parks Benjamin Moore Paints in the colors
Board to discuss plans for the new of Sell Cloth and Ranch Wood
(beige and grayish green).
amphitheater.
Furthermore, the research comRotary will be furnishing the
amphitheater for the park and hopes mittee reported that when the old
schoolhouse was moved to the park,
to get the project underway.
Ed Shiners, club spokesperson, several adjustments were made to
said the project can be broken down the original building. A door had
into three parts: seating, utilities, been removed and the front porch
was added. The group agreed to go
and stage..
"We are trying to get the seating back to the original construction of
done this year before the weather the schoolhouse.
Park Director Brad Steele reportgets too cold," he said.
The area is speculated to have six ed a number of grants the park has
rows, 42 inches wide, and will seat received recently. A check for
$7,230 was presented to the board
300 people.
Shiners said the Rotary plans to earlier in the day from the
met with other organizations in the Murray/Calloway County Soccer
area to determine who will be using Association, a tree grant for $4,600
the amphitheater and how it might and a $500 environmental grant
BRANDI WILLIAMS/Ledger & Times photo
from Wal-Mart have come in this
be used.
BEE CREEK CONTRIBUTION ... Denny Lane (right), President of
"It would be a shame to build the past month.
"I'm real excited, there's money the Murray/Calloway County Soccer Association, presents
amphitheater and have no one use
coming in from all directions," Murray/Calloway County Park Director Brad Steele with a check
it," Shiners said.
for $7,230. The money will go toward funding the Bee Creek socIn other business, the voup Steele said.
cer complex.

UT earns 'No. 1
party school' tag
KNOXVILLE, Tenn. (AP) —
The University of Tennessee, an
institution of higher learning seek• ing a higher academic reputation,
learned Monday it has achieved
prominence at the opposite end of
the spectrum.
Tennessee's 28,000-student flagship campus in Knoxville was
named the top "party school" in the
country in the 2002 edition of The
Princeton Review's "The Best 331
Colleges" guide.
"We've always wanted to be on
somebody's short list," Richard
Rhoda, executive director of the
Tennessee
Higher
Education
Commission, said — only half-joking.
"Will there be fallout? I would
imagine we will be ridiculed by
some over the ranking. But I would
•hope not in serious circles."
Tennessee, ranked No. 6 on last
year's party school list, supplanted
Louisiana State University, which
dropped to No. 2.
Nine of the 20 top party schools
were in the South. New to the list are
the University of Georgia (12) and
New York's St. Bonaventure
University (7) and Colgate
University (17). Dropped this year
were Ohio University at Athens, the
University of Michigan and Union
College in Schenectady, N.Y.
"Ratings of academic quality and
the success of our graduates are of
more interest than those that rank
the Top 10 party schools based on
opinion surveys," UT Provost Loren
Crabtree said in a statement.
The ranking comes as Tennessee
tries to reverse a decade of anemic
funding support from the state and
searches for a new president. J.
Wade Gilley, who had been charged
with making the university one of
the nation's top public research

institutions, abruptly resigned in
April ahead of e-mail disclosures
suggesting he had a tryst with a subordinate.
The Princeton Review is a division of New York-based Random
House publishers. It is not affiliated
with Princeton University.

Rev. Sharpton testing
presidential bid waters
WASHINGTON (AP)— New York civil rights activist Al Sharpton said
Monday he will form a committee to explore a possible bid for the
Democratic presidential nomination in 2004.
"Progressive leadership is in a deep crisis at the moment in the
Democratic party and outside," Sharpton said at a news conference. He
accused the Democratic Party of moving to the right.
Sharpton said his campaign, if he runs, would focus on reforming the
criminal justice and election systems.
Quizzed about his presidential qualifications on CNN's "Crossfire"
Monday night, Sharpton said,"When you look at the fact that now you have
a lot of people who've only done things like get rich go straight into the U.S.
Senate, clearly someone who's spent two decades or more working on public policy issues certainly has more of a background to run for the White
House than that."
"Look at the intellect and the thought process that I've tried to demonstrate, compared with the present occupant," Sharpton said. "Every time I
look at George Bush I know that I'm qualified to at least do what he does."
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Is your mother in the hospital?
Ifs funny.. Al! those years she took care of me, and now.I'm taking care
of her. That's why, when they ask me who's going to provide the health
equipment she needs at home, I'm soins to say,

"Holland Medical':

She deserves the best, whether it's a special bed or respiratory equipment
like nebulizers. So I just say,

"Holland':

Holland Medical is on call twenty four hours a day so 1 don't have to
worry_ And neither does she. So when you t--t ready to take your mom
home, just say

"Holland

Ask us about accepting Medicare assignment
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